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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1Statement of the Problem
Scheduling is one of the three basic managerial functions
(planning,scheduling,andcontrol)thatdeterminesthe
success of any project. Project schedules, determined using
techniques such as CPM and PERT, may not be applicable in
practiceifresourceconstraintsarenotincluded.The
resource-constrained project scheduling problem is concerned
withtheallocationoflimitedresourcestocompeting
activities with the objective of optimizing some specified
performance measures.Pastresearch treatstheresource-
constrained project scheduling problem as a single objective
problem where a minimum project completion time is desired
under limited resources. It does not account for variations in
resource levels. Fluctuations in resource levels can generate
higher costs and reduce efficiency of the resources.
Leveling resources in the resource-constrained project
scheduling problem may not necessarily result in reduction of
project costs. This is reasonable because traditional network
techniques assume that estimates of activity durations are
made independently of each other without considering factors
such as different activities competing for the same resource.
However, if more than one mode of operation are allowed for2
eachactivity,whereeachmodereflectsadifferent
combination of resource consumption and different activity
durations, a higher efficiency can be expected from the use of
resource leveling.
The use of multiple performing modes also incorporates
time-cost tradeoff concept since each mode consists of a
different combination of resources resulting in different
activity direct costs. The traditional resource-constrained
projectschedulingproblemassumestheavailabilityof
resources to be limited at each time period. However, there
are some resources whose availability is constrained over the
project life rather than at each time period. The traditional
approach also assumes that an activity cannot be interrupted
once it starts, even though the preemption of some activities
can increase the efficiency of the schedule. In addition, a
more effective resource schedule which will reduce the overall
project total cost can be obtained if the resource-constrained
project scheduling problem is treated as a multiple objective
problem rather than a single objective problem as before.
1.2Objective and Scope of the Study
The objective of this research is two-fold:
1. To develop a multiple objective project scheduling
modelunderresourceconstraints.Objectives
include time, cost, and resource balancing.
2.To develop a solution approach for the multiple3
objective problem formulated in Step (1).
The model assumes that activity time estimates are a
function of resources which can be represented by a different
performing mode,and the estimates of individual activity
durations depend on the number of resources allocated to
competing activities. Both splittable (interruptable) jobs and
nonsplittable(non-interruptable)jobs are allowed in the
model.Threetypesofresourcesareconsidered:those
constrained at each time period (renewable), those constrained
overprojectlife(nonrenewable),andthosethatare
constrained both at each time period and over project life
(doubly-constrained). A balance among multiple objectives is
desired under resource constraints. System objectives include:
minimum project completion time, minimum project total cost,
and minimum variation in resource levels.
1.3General Approach
A zero-one integer programming model is developed to
represent the resource-constrained project scheduling problem.
Inadditiontothetechnologicalconstraints,objective
functionsaredevelopedforminimizingtotalproject
throughputtime,minimizingmakespan,minimizingtotal
lateness or lateness penalty, minimizing project overhead cost
(indirect cost), minimizing project direct cost, minimizing
project total cost, and resource leveling objectives. However,
only the objectives of minimizing total project throughput4
time, minimizing project total cost, and resource leveling are
the focus in this research since they are of prime interest to
many construction projects.
Due to the computational inefficiency of large scale
integer optimization models, a specialized solution technique
isdeveloped.Thetechniqueisbasedontheimplicit
enumeration proceduredeveloped by Talbot(1978,1982).
Talbot's algorithm is a two-stage approach which includes the
labeling process and the enumeration process. The labeling
process is performed at the first stage to specify the order
ofjobs,modes,andresources.Theenumeration process
attempts to systematically evaluate all possible solution
candidates.Duringtheprocess,an augmentation process
attempts to assign a new feasible job to a partial schedule,
and the backtracking process attempts to reschedule a job
previously assigned to the partial schedule. Optimality is
reached when all jobs are systematically evaluated.
The Talbot's algorithm isimproved and extendedto
include the following features:
(1)Skip modeprocesswhichisusedtoeliminate
certain modes of a job from consideration.
(2)Bound checking process which is designed to handle
nonrenewable resource conflicts more effectively.
(3)Flexible backtracking process which allows jobs to
be rescheduled according to a selected backtracking
rule.5
(4)A procedure for job splitting is provided,thus,
the algorithm can handle both splittable jobs and
nonsplittable jobs.
(5)An algorithm for the resource leveling problem is
developed.
(6)The algorithm can be modified to handle the multi-
project scheduling problem.
(7)Analgorithmforthemultipleobjectivegoal
programming problem is also developed.
Algorithms for a single objective resource-constrained
project scheduling problem are provided for each of the three
primary objectives: time minimization, cost minimization, and
resource leveling. A multiple objective algorithm for these
three objectives is then developed. Computer implementation is
developed for each algorithm using the C programming language.
Computer-generated problems are used to test each of the
singleobjectivealgorithms.Theexperimentsare mainly
focusedontestingthecomputationalefficiencyofthe
backtrackingrules,andcomparingthemwithTalbot's
algorithm, where applicable. The results show that there are
nodifferencesamongbacktrackingrulesinthetime
minimization algorithm, but all backtracking rules require
significantlylesscomputationtimethanthealgorithm
developed by Talbot. In the cost minimization algorithm, some
backtracking rules require less computation time than the
others, and all backtracking rules require significantly less6
computation time than the algorithm developed by Talbot. Since
the computation time required to reach optimality of the
resource leveling problem is significant, an upper bound set
for the computation time is defined for the tested problems.
The heuristic solutionsobtained are usedfor comparing
between backtracking rules.
The best backtracking rules for each objective are then
selected based on the experimental results, and are used in
the multiple objective algorithm.The multiple objective
algorithm is implemented for a warehouse project problem.
Three goals are considered:(1) the highest priority goal is
to minimize the lateness beyond a desired due date,(2)the
second priority goal is to minimize the total project cost
under the desired due date or the objective value obtained
from the first priority goal, and (3) the third priority goal
is to minimize the resource deviations from a desired level
without violating the objective values obtained from the
higher priority goals.
The warehouse project consists of twelve activities,
including one dummy terminal activity. Each activity can be
performed by using one of three available modes of operation,
and activity durations range from 22to 138time units.
Activities compete for one renewable resource type and one
nonrenewable resource type. Several resource combinations are
tested,including both loose andtightresourcelimits.
Optimality is reached for both time and cost objectives within7
one second of computation time (on a machine with 33MHz, 486DX
processor)in the problem with loose resource limit,and
heuristic solutions are obtained for the resource leveling
objective. Heuristic solutions are also obtained for the three
objectives in the problem with tight resource limit.
1.4Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2describes problem investigated in details,
summarizes prior research works, and discusses the limitations
of existing approaches. Chapter 3 gives a brief summary of how
the solution approach is developed. Chapter 4 explains the
mathematical formulation of the problem and the experience
with the mathematical models. Chapter 5 describes the Talbot's
algorithm, improvements and extensions, and the computerized
algorithms and their implementation. Chapter 6 explains how
tested problems are generated and used in the experiments, and
summarizes the results of the tests performed for the single
objective algorithms and of the application of the multiple
objective algorithm. Chapter 7 summarizes the works done in
this study and their limitations, and gives recommendations
for further research.CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1Problem Description
8
CPM (Critical Path Method) and PERT (Program Evaluation
and Review Technique) have been widely used as management
tools to effectively plan and control projects. The basic
concept of CPM and PERT is to complete the schedule of a
project as soon as possible under specified technological
constraints assuming that unlimited amount of resources are
available. The assumption of unlimited resources may not be
justified in many circumstances since only a fixed amount of
resources are available or the cost of acquiring additional
resources is very high. In such cases, resource constraints
should be considered as a factor that can significantly affect
the schedule.
Resource scheduling problems may be divided into two
basic categories: resource allocation (fixed resource limits
scheduling) and resource leveling (Wiest and Levy 1977; Moder
et al. 1983).
1. Resource allocation problems involve an allocation
of limited resources to competing activities with
the objective of minimizing project duration.
2. Resource leveling problems assume that sufficient
resources are available (i.e., unlimited resources)
and attempt to reduce resource fluctuations and to9
maintainmorestableresourcelevelswithout
stretching a project beyond its optimal duration.
A resource may be classified as one of three categories:
renewable, nonrenewable, and doubly-constrained. In resource-
constrained(resource allocation)scheduling problems,the
availability ofrenewable resources,such as machine and
manpower, is limited at each time period. The availability of
nonrenewable resource, such as money, is constrained over the
project life. If a resource is constrained both at each time
period and over the project life, the resource is said to be
doubly-constrained.
In resource scheduling, estimates of activity durations
are made independently ofeach other without considering
factors such as different activities competing for the same
resource.Furthermore,a normallevelofresources(the
optimumlevelofresourcesundertheconsiderationof
expedient completion and minimum costs)is assumed for each
activity. In many circumstances, these assumptions are made
even though there appears to be some relationship between
activity durations and the number of resources applied to
them. Such relationships have not been traditionally included
in estimating activity durations when resource scheduling is
performed.
The interaction between activity durations and the number
of resources can be represented by different performing modes
of each activity. Each mode reflects a different combination10
of resources, and has a different activity duration. The time-
resource interactions also contain the characteristics of
time-costtradeoffs,whichcanberepresentedbya
discontinuous cost-time curve as defined by Wiest and Levy
(1977). The reason is that each mode of operation consists of
a different combination of resources which also reflects a
difference in an activity's direct cost.
Asmentionedearlier,theobjectiveofresource
allocation isto allocate limited resources to competing
activities in order to minimize project duration. However,
mostofresourceallocationmodelsdonottakeinto
consideration fluctuations in resource levels. Fluctuations in
resource levels will increase total project costs due to the
costs of hiring, firing, and training human resources, and the
costs of leasing or purchasing additional units of equipment.
In order to obtain the minimum cost schedule, the resource
fluctuations should be minimized or savings due to stable
resource levels should be compared to the costs incurred by
extending project completion time.
Many important characteristics of project scheduling
problem will be considered in this research including activity
preemption, renewable and nonrenewable resources, variation in
resourceavailability,time-resourcetradeoffs,time-cost
tradeoffs, and multiple objectives. Two types of jobs are
considered, splittable and nonsplittable jobs. It is assumed
that a splittable job can be interrupted(preempted)any11
number oftimes,and resumein the same mode after the
interruption.A nonsplittable jobisa job that must be
performed continuously without interruption. At least one mode
of operation is available for each job. Each mode reflects a
different combination of resources and has a different job
duration.Differentcategoriesofresourcesincluding
renewable, nonrenewable, and doubly-constrained are allocated
to each job to satisfy multiple conflicting objectives such as
project completion time, project total cost,and resource
leveling.
2.2Literature Review
The literature related to resource scheduling problems
willbe reviewed including both resource-constrained and
resource leveling problems. Also,approaches for multiple
objective problems will be addressed.
2.2.1Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem
The resource-constrained project scheduling problem is
concerned with the allocation of scare resources to competing
activities with the objective of optimizing some specified
performance measures such as time minimization.
Several optimization techniques have been developed for
solving the resource-constrained project scheduling problem.
Optimal solutions of resulting models can be obtained by using
mathematical programming approaches or specialized solution12
techniques.
The zero-one integer linear programming model has been
widely used to formulate the resource-constrained project
schedulingproblem.Thefirstpublishedintegerlinear
programming(ILP)formulation for the resource-constrained
project scheduling problem was presented by Wiest (1963). He
modified the job-shop formulation developed by Bowman (1959),
and used zero-one decision variables to define the status
(active or inactive) of jobs at each time period. He concluded
that the use of such formulation was computational inefficient
evenforasmallproblem.Other earlyILPformulations
including those by Hadley (1964), and Brand, Meyer and Shaffer
(1964) show outcomes similar to the Wiest's result.
Asignificant improvement in this area resulted from the
model developed by Elmaghraby (1969). The model modified the
n-job,m-machineschedulingmodeldevelopedearlierby
Elmaghraby (1967), and used zero-one decision variables to
definestarttimesforjobsresultinginasignificant
reductionofthenumberofvariablesandconstraints.
Pritsker,Wattersand Wolfe(1969)presented azero-one
formulationformultiprojectschedulingunderlimited
resources. Their model has been widely referenced in this area
(Hall, 1980). The model uses zero-one decision variables to
define completion times of jobs. This formulation results in
a relatively small number of variables and constraints. The
model could be used to formulate different objective functions13
including project throughput time,makespan,and lateness
penalty under some additional constraints such as substitution
of resources, concurrency of jobs, and job splitting.
Since the mathematical formulation approach involves a
largenumberofvariablesandconstraintsresultingin
computationalinefficienciesfortheoptimization model,
specialalgorithmshavebeendevelopedforsolvingthe
resource-constrainedprojectschedulingproblems.These
include a bounded enumeration approach,a branch-and-bound
(skiptracking)approach,andanimplicitenumeration
(backtracking) approach.
Davis(1968),andlaterDavisand Heidorn(1971),
presented the bounded enumeration approach for the project
scheduling problem under multiple resource constraints based
on the technique originally developed for the assembly line
balancing problem (Gutjahr 1963, Gutjahr and Nemhauser 1964).
In the algorithm, the duration of each job is divided into a
series of unit duration tasks, and the original problem is
then transformed into an equivalent shortest-route problem.
The algorithm can handle job splitting and varying resource
usage levels without significantly affecting the computation
time. However, the number of feasible precedence subsets can
cause the computer memory problem as the problem gets larger.
The branch-and-bound method is a search procedure which
involves partitioning a problem into subproblems (branching)
and evaluating these subproblems (computing bounds). Johnson14
(1967) developed a branch-and-bound approach for the single
resource-constrained project scheduling problem. A similar
approach for the multiple resource-constrained problem was
laterdevelopedbyStinson(1976,1978).InStinson's
procedure,nodesinthebranch-and-boundtreerepresent
feasible partial schedules which simultaneously consider both
precedenceandresourceconstraints.Withtheuseof
"Dominance Pruning" and "Lower Bound Pruning",nonoptimal
portions of the tree can be eliminated from consideration
increasing the efficiency of the algorithm. The branch-and-
bound procedure of Stinson shows a significant improvement in
computation time.However,it requires a large amount of
computer memory storage even for a small problem.
Patterson and Huber (1974) presented a horizon-varying,
zero-oneapproachtotheresource-constrainedproject
scheduling problem. The algorithm uses bounding techniques
including a minimum bounding, a maximum bounding, and a binary
search to test for the feasibility of a series of zero-one
programmingproblemsratherthansolvingtheproblem
optimally. The approach was reported to be more effective than
zero-one programming without bounding, and comparable with
other enumerative procedures such as that of Davis(1968,
1971).
A better implicit enumeration(zero-one programming)
algorithm was developed by Patterson and Roth(1976).The
algorithm exploits the special structure ofthe zero-one15
formulationadoptedfromElmaghraby'sformulationto
strengthen the Balas's implicit enumeration algorithm (1965).
A similar, but superior, approach was developed by Talbot
(1976)and Talbotand Patterson(1978)forsolvingthe
resource-constrained projectscheduling problem.Talbot's
algorithm is also based on the Balas's implicit enumeration
algorithm(1965)and the improved implicit enumeration by
Geoffrion(1969).The major differences between Talbot's
algorithm and the Balasian algorithm are (1)the use of
nonnegative integer variables rather than zero-one binary
integer variables, and(2)the use of job numbers in the
augmentation process rather than feasibility tests. In this
algorithm, allpossible jobcompletion times are
systematicallyevaluated(enumerated)usingthespecial
problem structure. Talbot also introduced a stronger fathoming
technique,calledanetworkcut,toeliminateinferior
candidate problems from explicit consideration.
Talbot (1982) used the same approach without the network
cut concept to solve the nonpreemptive class of the resource-
constrained projectscheduling problem in which thejob
duration is a function of the resources consumed. Different
typesofresourcesareallowed,includingrenewable,
nonrenewable,and doubly-constrained.Thealgorithm also
extends the earlier algorithm to include the labeling process
which is used to define the problem as an integer programming
problem based on a heuristic scheduling rule. In addition to16
the time minimization algorithm, his algorithm can be modified
to develop an algorithm for monetary objective functions.
Furthermore,his algorithm can be used to bridge the gap
between the capital budgeting problem and the time-resource
tradeoff problem through the use of nonrenewable resource
concept.Sincethesolutionapproachdevelopedinthis
researchbuildsontheTalbot'salgorithm,adetailed
discussion of Talbot's algorithm is given in Chapter 5.
Past research on optimization procedure does not show
much success in its applicability to large-scale problems.
This has resulted in development of numerous heuristics for
the resource-constrained project scheduling problem. These
heuristics produce so-called good feasible solutions, but not
optimal solutions. Heuristic solutions can be obtained by
allocating scare resources to competing activities according
to heuristic rules. Many heuristic procedures are summarized
and discussed by Davis(1973).Comparative studies among
different heuristics can be found in Patterson (1973), Davis
and Patterson (1975), and Kurtulus and Narula (1985).
2.2.2Resource Leveling Problem
The resource leveling problem attempts to reduce resource
fluctuations to maintain more stable resource levels without
extendingaprojectcompletiontimebeyonditsoptimal
duration assuming that unlimited amount ofresources are
available.17
Very few optimization procedures have been developed to
solve the resource leveling problem. Mandeville (1965), also
summarizedin Moodie and Mandeville(1965),developed a
mathematical modelfor theresourceleveling problem by
modifying the Bowman's integer linear programming formulation
of the assembly line balancing problem. Ahuja (1976) presented
an integer linear programming formulation for minimizing
resource variations between consecutive periods, and solved it
by using his own algorithm which explicitly enumerates all
possible combinations of activity float times.Elmaghraby
(1977) also presented an integer linear programming model for
the preemptive case of the multiple resource leveling problem.
He used zero-one decision variables to define the fraction of
work accomplished by a job at a certain time, and tried to
minimize total cost incurred by resource variations between
consecutive periods and a delay beyond due date. In recent
research, Easa (1989) developed an integer linear programming
model for a single resource leveling problem by using the
scheduling results from the critical path method and the
resource consumption of activities as input to the model. The
model can be used to handle different objective functions
including minimization of absolute deviations between the
resource requirements and a uniform resource level, between
consecutive periods, and between the resource requirements and
desirable nonuniform resource levels.
Numerous heuristic procedures have been developed for the18
resourceleveling problem.ExamplesincludeBurgessand
Killebrew (1962), Galbreath (1965), Shaffer et al.(1965),
Antill and Woodhead (1970), Woodworth and Willie (1975), Ahuja
(1976),andHarris(1978).Thebasicconceptofthese
heuristics is to reschedule noncritical activities within the
limits of available float according to some heuristic rule to
achieve a better distribution of resource usage.
2.2.3Multiple Objective Procedures
Themultipleobjectiveprojectschedulingproblem
involves the assignment of the project's activities according
totheirprecedencerelationshipsundersomespecified
constraints such as limited resources to satisfy multiple
performance measures.
Several mathematical formulations have been proposed for
the multiple objective projectscheduling problem.These
formulations use the goal programming model to formulate the
problem which can be solved by using a technique such as
branch-and-bound,implicitenumeration,orcutting plane
method. Early applications of multiple objective procedures to
theprojectscheduling problemincludethelineargoal
programming model formulation for the project crashing problem
developed by Lee, Moore and Clayton (1976). The model extends
the linear programming formulation of the time-cost crashing
model to include various managerial objectives. Hanan (1978)
demonstrated how objectives other than time and cost can be19
included in a linear goal programming model. Such objectives
include share of the market, completion time of individual
jobs, contractual agreements, and scarcity of resources.
An integer (zero-one) goal programming formulation was
developed by Wieters (1979) to analyze the multiple project
scheduling problem competing for the same resource. The model
used the results from the critical path method as input, and
the integer goal programming model was formulated to minimize
the cost for all projects and the costs associated with early
or late completion of individual projects.
Lee and Olson(1984)alsointroduced zero-onegoal
programming approach tothe application of multi-project
schedulingproblembasedonBowman'szero-onelinear
programming formulation. He presented an example model for the
zero-one goal programming formulation including several goals
such as completion of projects in minimum time, completion of
projectsonor before penaltytimes,andcompletionof
projects under resource limitations. The model was solved by
using the branch-and-bound goal programming technique; a zero-
one linear programming technique was recommended for large
models by solving a sequence of linear programming models
equivalent to the goal programming formulation (Lee and Olson
in Project Management: Methods and Studies, 1985).
A specialized optimization procedure for the multiple
objective resource-constrained project scheduling problem was
developed by Slowinski (1981). The algorithm assumes that jobs20
can be preempted any number of times, and each job can have
more than one performing mode of operation. Also, different
categories ofresourcesareusedincludingrenewable,
nonrenewable, and doubly-constrained. The algorithm creates
all non-empty and different resource feasible subsets which do
not violate the resource constraints, then use either one-
stage or two-stage multiobjective linear programming (MOLP)
methods to solve the problem.
Slowinski(1981)identified the problem of optimally
allocating limited resources of different categories among
non-splittable jobs with discrete resource requirements as a
possible area of further research. A resource-constrained
projectscheduling with time-resource tradeoff waslater
developed by Talbot (1982) to deal with a nonpreemptive case
where jobs are not allowed to split. However, the algorithm is
limitedtoasingleobjectivesuchastimeorcost
minimization.
Recent research by Norbis and Smith (1988) introduced a
multiobjective,multi-levelheuristicforsolvingthe
resource-constrained project scheduling problem in addition to
theirmultiobjectivezero-onemathematicalformulation.
Mohanty and Siddiq(1989)made acomparison between the
integer goal programming model and a simulation model based on
multiple performance measuressuchasprojectslippage,
resource-constrained scheduling efficiency,totalproject
delay, weighted total delay, and total resource-idle time. The21
authors concluded that the integer goal programming model was
quite effective for the problems attempted, and the simulation
model frequently gave results which are comparable to their
corresponding optimum values.
2.3Limitations of Existing Approaches
1. Thefocusinpriorresearchhasbeentime
minimization in the resource-constrained project
scheduling problem. There has been little emphasis
on other objectives including cost minimization and
resource balancing.
2.The modelsformulatedfocusononlyselective
characteristics.For example, most models ignore
time-resource tradeoff, and assume that an activity
canbeperformedbyusingonlyonemodeof
operation.
3. Most models are single-objective models. There has
been very limited research on modeling multiple
objectivesintheareaofresource-constrained
project scheduling.
4. Since there has been limited effort in developing
the multiple objective model, there has been even
less of an effort in developing efficient solution
algorithmsforthemultipleobjectivemodel.
Solutiontechniques for the integer goal
programming formulations are computational22
intensive,particularlyformicrocomputer-based
system.
The proposed research will consider project scheduling
characteristics not included in prior research works. These
characteristics are:
(1)splittable and nonsplittable jobs
(2)renewable and nonrenewable resources
(3)variation in resource availability
(4)time-resource tradeoff
(5)time-cost tradeoff
(6)multiple objectives.
The objectives considered in this research focus in the
area of construction industry. Primary objectives in this area
are time-related,cost-related, and resource leveling. The
resource-constrained project scheduling problem containing the
above characteristics will be formulated as an integer goal
programmingmodel,andaspecializedtechniquewillbe
developed for its solution.23
CHAPTER 3
GENERAL METHODOLOGY
The steps followed in developing the solution approach
are summarized below.
1. Development of the mathematical model.
2. Development of the solution approach:
(a)ModelingbasicconceptsusingTalbot's
algorithm.
(b)ExtensionsandenhancementsofTalbot's
algorithm.
3.Development ofcomputerized algorithms for each
objective, and for the multiple objective problem.
4. Implementation of the computerized algorithms.
5. Testing single objective algorithms and evaluating
heuristicrulesusingtheexperimentaldesign
approach.
6. Application of the multiple objective algorithm to
the warehouse project problem.
Explanation of the above methodology is divided into
several chapters to enhance clarification and understanding.
Chapter 4 explains the mathematical model (Step 1). Chapter 5
describes the Talbot's algorithm, extensions and enhancements,
and thecomputerized algorithms and their implementation
(Steps 2 through 4). Chapter 6 focuses on the tests performed
for the single objective algorithms and on the application of
the multiple objective algorithm (Steps 5 and 6).24
CHAPTER 4
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
4.1Mathematical Formulation
A zero-one integer programming model was developed to
model the resource-constrained project scheduling problem. The
model characteristics and assumptions are summarized below.
(1)Two types of jobs are available,splittable and
nonsplittable jobs. It is assumed that a splittable
job can be interrupted (preempted) any number of
times,and resumeinthesame modeafter the
interruption. A nonsplittable job is the job that
must be performed continuously without
interruption.
(2)At least one mode of operation is available for
eachjob.Eachmodereflects adifferent
combination of resources and has a different job
duration.
(3)A resourcecan beclassifiedasoneofthree
categories:renewable,nonrenewable and doubly-
constrained.
(4)Resource consumption by each job and job duration
correspondingtoeach modeareassumedtobe
discrete and deterministic.
(5)Activity-on-node diagram is used to represent the
network, and looping of activities is not allowed.25
(6)Job arrivals are known and take place at the end of
discrete time periods.
(7)No scheduled or directed times are allowed on any
intermediate job; i.e., the start and finish time
of intermediate jobs are controlled only by factors
suchasprecedencerelationshipsandresource
constraints.
(8)Notation based on working days rather than calendar
days is used to represent time periods.
Thenotationsanddecisionvariablesusedinthe
mathematical model are listed in Table 3.1.
Constraints
1. Job Completion
For both splittable and nonsplittable jobs, each job
can have only one completion period and use only one mode of
operation, i.e, each job can be accomplished only once.
EE xi,,,t=
m =1 t =EFii
fori = 1,...,Iand j= 1,
For splittable jobs,
(1)Each job can have only one start time and use
only one mode of operation. Restarting a job
after preemption is not considered as a start
time.26
TABLE 4.1DEFINITION OF NOTATIONS AND DECISION VARIABLES
SYMBOL DEFINITION
Notations
project index(i = 1,...,I)
I number of projects
j job index (j= 1,...,Nd
Ni number of jobs in project i
set of jobs with no successors (or set of last
jobs) for project i (L,EL)
L set of jobs with no successors (or set of last
jobs) for all projects
B set of all pairs of immediate predecessor jobs
m mode of operation index(m =
Mi number of modes available for job j
k renewable resource index(k = 1,...,K)
K number of different renewable resource types
p nonrenewable resource index(p = 1,...,P)
P numberofdifferentnonrenewableresource
types
t time period(t = 1,...,max G)
Gi
g,
absolute due date of project i
(Projectimust be completed in or before
period If the absolute due date is not
specified, Giisthelastperiodofthe
scheduling horizon.)
desired due date of project i
(Project i is not late if it is completed in
or before period gi.)
penaltycostofprojectiperperiodof
lateness
(Assumed to be constant for all periods.)27
TABLE 4.1 (continued)
SYMBOL DEFINITION
ci
ur
Zi
a;
fij
hiab
dki,
ESii
overhead cost of project i per period
cost of nonrenewable resource type p per unit
completion time of project i
completion time of all projects
arrival period of project i
(Arrivals occur at the end of periods.)
number of periods preempted by job j, project
i
lead/lag time between jobs a and b, project i
number of periods required by mode m for job
j, project i
earliest possible start time of job j, project
EFu earliest possible completion time of job j,
project i
LSu latest possible start time of job j, project i
LFu latest possible completion timeofjobj,
project i
rijmk amount of type k renewable resource required
by mode m for job j, project i
Ru amount of type k renewable resource available
in period t
Dkt
wr
Wptl 2
desired level of renewable resource type k in
periodt(usedfortheresourceleveling
objective)
amountofnonrenewableresourcetypep
available for all projects
amountofnonrenewableresourcetypep
available for all projects between periods t1
and t228
TABLE 4.1 (continued)
SYMBOL DEFINITION
WI
J .111p amountofnonrenewableresourcetype
required by mode m for job j, project i
Decision Variables
Xumt =1if job j(splittable or non-splittable)
of project i operating under mode m is
completed at the end of period t.
=0otherwise.
Y.11nt =1ifsplittablejob jofproject i
operating under mode m is active during
period t.
=0otherwise.
SUmt =1ifsplittablejob jofproject i
operating under mode m is started at the
end of periodt(atthe beginning of
period t+1).
=0otherwise.
NOTES: 1. For a doubly-constrained resource,riok=wiimp/do,
where k and p are the same resource type.
2. To reduce the number of decision variables,the
lower and upper bounds of each decision variable
should be determined in advance. The bounds can be
computed by using the time-based bounding technique
as follows:
(a) Obtain the ES and LF for each job from the
forward/backward computations by assuming that
eachjobisperformed undertheshortest
duration mode, and the latest finish time of
each terminal activity is set to an absolute
due date.
(b) The EF of job j mode m is given by the sum of
ES obtained from Step (1) and the duration of
jobjmode m.The LSof job jmode m is
computedfromthedifferencebetweenLF
obtained from Step (1) and the duration of job
j mode m.29
MjLSijE E 'Sijmt=1
m =1 t =ESij
fori = 1,...,Iand j=
(2)A splittable job cannot be completed unless
the number of active periods(EgY) equals job
duration(EidX,X equals one when the job is
completed).
LFij LFij
Edi jmXijmt Yijmq
t =EFil q =ESij+1
fori = 1,...,I
jE{splittable jobs}
m = 1, .. ., Mj
2. Project Completion
A project is completed only when all jobs(N1)in the
project have been processed (E3EmE,X) .
LFij
E E E xiimt
j=1 m =1 t =EFi;
Ni
fori = 1,...,I
3. Precedence Relationships
For splittable jobs, a predecessor job,a, must be
completed (E,EttX) before a successor job, b, can start (E.LtS)
for all pairs of predecessor-successor jobs, B.
MaLFia MbLSD, E Etxjam,E E tsibmt,0
m =1 t =EFia m =1 t =ES11,30
forall pairs (a,b)E B
i= 1,...,I
For nonsplittable jobs, a predecessor job, a, must be
completed(EmtX) before a successor job,b,can start
[EmEt(t-d) X] for all pairs of predecessor-successor jobs, B.
MaLFia MbLFib
E Etxi.,E E tClibm)Xibmt
m =1 t =EFia m =1 t =EFib
0
forall pairs (a,b)E B
i= 1,...,I
4. Resource Constraints
For renewable resources at each time period t,the
totalresourceconsumptionattimeperiod tbyall
nonsplittable jobs(EiEjEmEgrX)and by allsplittable jobs
(EiEvEnirY) must be less than or equal to the available amount
of resource k at time period t(RI).
t+dijin-1
-rijmk-Xijmq
i =1V j m =1q =t i =1v jim =1
Mil
rij kY ij Imt Rkt
for j E{nonsplittable jobs}
j' E'{splittable jobs}
k = 1,...,K
t = 1,...,max Gi
For nonrenewable resources, total resource consumption
of all jobs (HiEmEtwX) may not exceed the available amount for
renewable resource type p(We); dp-represents the under-
utilization (slack variable) of resource p.NiMjLFij
i =1 j =1 m =1 t =EFii
jrnpx, im t + dp Wp
31
forp = 1,...,P
If itis desired to control the availability of
nonrenewableresourceswithinagiveninterval
[Wp(t1,t2)],the above constraint becomes:
INiMjt2
EEEEwiimpxiimqdp i =1 j =1 m =1 q =t,
=Wp (t1 't2 )
forp = 1,...,P
(tl,t2)E(l,max Gi)
5. Specific Constraints for Splittable Jobs
5.1)A splittable job must use the same mode of
operation throughout the process. If a job starts by using
mode m'(E,S=1),it must continue to use the same mode. If a
job completes by using mode m (EmEtX= 1),it cannot start by
using mode m' where m' is different from m.
LS2, LF2j
S- I+tE E Xijmt
t =ESij V m t =EF2j
fori = 1,...,I
jE{ splittable jobs}
m'= 1,
M E{mcnv
5.2)The summation of start time and job duration
[E,L(t+d)S] must be greater than or equal to the completion32
time (E,E,tX) .This allows a splittable job to be preempted for
fl periods.
MjLSij
E E
m =1 t =ESij
(t+cliim)Sijint
fori = 1,...,I
j
MjLFij
fi;E EtXijmt
m =1 t =EFij
E{splittable jobs}
5.3) For control over active periods, an active period
(the period that a splittable job is being processed) must lie
between the start time and the completion time of the job.
(a)The active period[(t-1)Y]must be greater
than or equal to the start time of the job
(EqqS).
LSij
( t-1)Yijmt>Egsiimq
q =ESij
fori = 1,...,I
jE{splittable jobs}
m = 1,...,Mi
t =(ESfl+1),...,(LSu+1)
(b)The active period(tY) must be less than or
equal to the completion time of the job (EqqX).
tYijmt
L,J
Eqx_umg
q =EFjj
fori = 1,...,I
jE{splittable jobs}33
m = 1, .
t=
To assure that the first period a job is active is
the same as the start time of the job, and the last period
that the job is active is the same as the completion time of
thejob;thenumberofsplittingperiod (f.)mustbe
minimized.
6. Other Types of Dependency Relationship
Inadditiontothefinish-to-startrelationship
withoutalead/lagtime,othertypesofdependency
relationship with a lead/lag time can be formulated as defined
below. Constraints (6.1) (6.5) assume that job a precedes
job b.
6.1) Finish-to-Start Relationship: the start time of
job b (E,EttS) must be greater than the finish time of job a
(EmEttX);him, represents the time difference between the start
of b and ending of a.
MaLFia MbLSib
:E. :E. tXiamt hiab :E. tsibmt
m =1 t =EFia m =1 t =ESib
6.2) Start-to-Start Relationship: the start time of
job b (E.LtS0 must be greater than the start time of job a
(EaLtSa) ;hiab represents the time difference between the start
of b and start of a.
MaLSia MbLSib
EE ts,,, + hiab= E Etsibm,
m =1 t =ESia m =1 t =ESib34
6.3) Finish-to-Finish Relationship: the finish time of
job b (E,EttXb) must be greater than the finish time of job a
(EmEttX) ; h.brepresents the time difference between the ending
of b and ending of a.
Ma LF ia
E E
m =1 t =EFia
tXjamthiab
MbLFii,i EtXibmt
m =1 tFib
6.4) Start-to-Finish Relationship: the finish time of
job b(EmEttX) must be greater than the start time of job a
(EmEttS);hial, represents the time difference between the ending
of b and start of a.
MaLS ia Mb LFib
E E
m =1 t=ES ia
tSiamt+ h.b=E Etxibm,
In =1 t =EFib
6.5)Composite Start-to-Start and Finish-to-Finish
Relationship: constraints (6.2) and (6.3) are applied to the
job simultaneously.
Ma LS ja
E E
m =1 t=ES ia
MaLFia
E E
in =1 t=EFia
tSia,nthiab
tXiamthiab
E4
sib
HI =1 t=ES ih
MbLFib
E E
m =1 t
Since the decision variable Sijmt
nonsplittable jobs, the term
miLFiiE E( t di,m) xiimt
In =1 t =EFii
MjLS ij
E E
In =1 t =ESii
tSibmtand
tXibmt
is not applicable to
tStis replaced by
7. Concurrency and Nonconcurrency of Completion Time
7.1) Jobs a and b must be completed simultaneously.This is true only if the completion time of job a
equals the completion time of job b (EmEttXb).
MaLFia
E E
in =1 t =EFia
tXiamt
MbLF ib
E EtXibmt
m =1 t
35
(EinEttx,)
7.2) Nonconcurrency of jobs a and b. This is true only
if the completion time of job a (E,1tXa) does not equal the
completion time of job b (EmEttXb).
MaLFiaEE tx,,,,
In =1 t =EFia
MbLFib
E E In =1 t =EFib
tXibmt
8. Constraints for Time-Related and Cost-Related
Objectives
8.1)Minimizing the total project throughput time
objective.The completion time of projecti(ZOmust be
greater than or equal to the completion time of all jobs in
the set of last jobs for project i(EmEttXj, VjE LO.
Mi LFii
ZiE Etx,m,
m =1 t =EFij
forall jEL,
i= 1,...,I
8.2)Minimizing makespan objective. The completion
time of all projects (Z) must be greater than or equal to the
completion time of all jobs in the set of last jobs for all
projects (EmEttX,, VjEL).36
LFij
Z> E Etxijmt
m =1 t .EFi;
forall jEL
9. Constraints for Cost-Related Objective and Time-Cost
Tradeoffs Problem
The project must be completed(Z,)by the due date
(Gi).
Zi5 G,
fori = 1,...,I
10. Constraints for Resource Leveling Objective
10.1) The objective expresses the minimization of the
absolute deviation between resource consumption and some
desired level. The total renewable resource consumption at
time period t by all nonsplittable jobs (EiEjE,EqrX) and by all
splittable jobs(EiEj,E,nrY)must equal the desired level, Dm;
vm-andVia
+representthe under-and over-utilization of
resource k at time period t from the desired level.
141
EE E Eri.mkx_omq-4- E E -r
i =l vm =1q = t i =1V In=1
wherevkt vkt 0
mkYij fmtpkt
jE{ nonsplittable jobs}
j'E{ splittable jobs}
k= 1,...,K
t = 1,...,max G,
Vkt 037
10.2) The objective expresses the minimization of the
absolute deviation between resource consumption of consecutive
time periods. The total renewable resource consumption at time
period (t+1) by all nonsplittable jobs(y_,,LviEnEq=i+IrXg)and by
all splittable jobs (ni,EinrY,+1)is desired to be equal to the
resource level at the previous time period, t. The deviation
variables Uktand ukt+representnegativeandpositive
deviations of resource levels from one period to the next.
1 Mj"Aim I m,,
EEE E rijmic-2(ijmq+EEEijimkYijfm(t+1)
i =1V j m =1 q =t+1 i =1 vjlm =1
, t+di,7-1
-EEE E -rijmkgijmq UktUkt
i =1 V j m =1q =t i =1 vjlm =1
whereuk,,ukt+ 0
0
jE{nonsplittable jobs}
j'E{splittable jobs}
k= 1,...,K
t = 1,...,(max G) -1
Objective Functions
1. Minimizing Total Project Throughput Time
Sinceprojectthroughputtimeisgivenbythe
difference between the project completion period (Zd and the
arrival period (ad, the objective function can be written as:
MinimizeEZi
i
If it is desired to start all jobs as soon as possible38
without increasing throughput time, all nonsplittable jobs, j,
must be completed as soon as possible (Min EiEjE,EttX) and all
splittable jobs,j',must start as soon as possible(Min
EiEfE,EttS)
Minimize
MjLFjj p MjiLsii,
EEE E txiimt÷EEE Ets,;,
i =1 v j in =1 t =EFij i =1 y j/ In =1 t =ES,j,
for jE{nonsplittable jobs}
j'E{splittable jobs}
If it is desired to start all jobs as late as possible
without increasing throughput time, the difference between the
project completion period(Z,)and the completion period of
each job (tX) must be minimized.
Ni MM LF,3 EEE E (z1-tx,;fi,t) Minimize
i =1 j =1 m =1t=EF11
2. Minimizing Makespan
The makespan can be minimized when the completion time
of all projects (Z)is minimized.
Minimize
If it is desired to start all jobs as soon as possible
without increasing makespan, all nonsplittable jobs(j) must
be completed assoon as possible(MinEiElEmEtx )and all
splittable jobs(j')must start as soon as possible(Min
E,EyEinEtt s)39
MLFij I milLSzii
MinimizeEEE>txiimt ÷EEE tsi;,
i =1vj in =1 t =EFij i =1vj/ m =1 t
for jE{nonsplittable jobs}
j'E{splittable jobs}
If it is desired to start all jobs as late as possible
withoutincreasing makespan,thedifference betweenthe
completion period of all projects(Z)and the completion
period of each job (tX) must be minimized.
/ Nl
rfj. LFij
MinimizeEEE E(z- txijmt)
i =1 j =1 m =1 t =EFi,
3. Minimizing Total Lateness or Lateness Penalty
A projectislateif Zi> Thetotal project
lateness can be defined as E (Zi-gi)and the total lateness
i=1
penalty canbedefined asE /1(Z1-gi) .Theobjective
1 =1
function of lateness penalty then becomes:
Minimize E 11(Zi-gi)
i=1
The objective function of lateness penalty can be
reduced to the objective function of total project lateness
when all 1, are equal to one.
4. Minimizing Project Overhead Cost (Indirect Cost)
The project overhead costcan be defined asthe
product of overhead cost per period (cd and project completion
time (Zd.40
MinimizeE
5. Minimizing Project Direct Cost
5.1) Direct cost due to renewable resources
Let wiime be the total cost (nonrenewable resource
type c) associated with all renewable resources used in job j
of project i operating in mode m. The objective of minimizing
project direct cost of all jobs(E,E,EmEtwx)can be given by:
NiMiLFii
MinimizeEEE E w,. cx .jrnt
i =1 j =1 in =1 t =EFii
5.2) Direct cost due to nonrenewable resources
Tocalculatedirectcostassociatedwith
nonrenewableresources,theslack variable dp-should be
introduced in the nonrenewable resource constraint (Constraint
4). Since the total resource consumption equals(Wp-dp-),the
total cost of nonrenewable resources is equal to up(Wp-dp-) and
the objective function becomes:
Minimize):up(WPP-d-)
p =1
The indirect cost objective (project overhead) in (4)
and the direct cost objectives in(5)can be combined to
obtained the total cost of project,
NiMjLFii
Minimize E ciz,+EEEE +Eup(wp-dp)
1=1 =1=1 III =1 t =EF11 p =141
6. Resource Leveling Objectives
6.1) Minimizingtheabsolutedeviationbetween
resource consumption and a desired rate. The total amount of
resource underutilized (vkI) and overutilized (vi,i+) as given in
constraint (10.1) must be minimized,
K111ZOCGi
MinimizeE E(17;t +40
k =1t =1
6.2) Minimizingtheabsolutedeviationbetween
resource consumption of consecutive time periods. The total
amount of resource underutilized(14,-)and overutilized (14,+)
as given in constraint (10.2) must be minimized,
K maxGi -1
MinimizeE E(ukt 1-1k t)
k =1t =1
7. Multiple Objective Function
A preemptive goal programming model can be formulated
by adding the goal constraint associated with each goal in
addition to the real constraints, and using the deviation
variables in the objective functions. Assume that a priority
level,Pi(i = 1,...,k), is assigned to goal i, and Pi >>>
Tiis the target level of goali,and d is the deviation
variable associated with the goal constraint, Gi(). The model
can be written as:
MinimizeEPi (di+
i =142
subject to:
G,() + =
0,i = 1,...,k
4.2Experience with the Mathematical Models
Mathematicians [Karp (1975); Lenstra and Rinnooy (1984)]
refer to the resource-constrained project scheduling problem
as a NP-complete combinatorial problem which is computational
impractical to solve for most real-life problems. Many integer
programming formulations had been developed in the past, but
none of them seem to show a successful result in term of
computation time. These include the time minimization model by
Wiest (1963), the cost minimization model by Hadley (1964),
the multi-resource time minimization by Brand et al.(1964),
and the resource leveling problem by Moodie and Mandeville
(1965). Balinski (1965) reported that the integer programming
approach was successful only to covering type problems, but
not combinatorial problems such as scheduling problems. Moodie
and Mandeville (1965) commented that even though there exists
an efficient approach for solving the integer programming, it
still requires a tremendous amount of effort to write all
objectives functions and constraints of the problem. Even
though the efficient zero-one programming formulation such as
the Pritsker, Watters and Wolfe (1969) model was developed to
reduce the size of the problem, it is still unsuccessful in
term of applications as reported by Hall (1980).43
Solving mathematical models through integer programming
approach seem to be inefficient. Approaches such as implicit
enumeration and branch-and-bound have received more attention
during the past years. By utilizing the special structure in
a problem of interest, the time required to obtain optimal
solutionscanbegreatlyreduced.Thethreeprominent
approaches include the techniques developed by Davis and
Heidorn(1971),Stinsonetal.(1978),andTalbotand
Patterson (1978). Patterson (1984) made a comparison among
thesetechniques,andgavesomesuggestionsaboutthe
extension ofthese techniquestoincludejobsplitting,
variationinresourceusage,and variationinresource
availabilities. Talbot's algorithm seems to benefit from less
computer memory requirement and reasonable computation time,
anditisalso easier toincludethe extensions stated
earlier. Thus, the technique developed by Talbot (1978, 1982)
will be used as a basis for developing the proposed single
objective algorithms. The concept of implicit enumeration for
zero-one goal programming introduced by Lee (1979) will then
be used in the multiple objective algorithm. These concepts
are explained in the next chapter.44
CHAPTER 5
SOLUTION ALGORITHMS
5.1Talbot's Algorithm
Talbot'stimeminimizationalgorithmforresource-
constrained project scheduling is a two-stage approach which
includes the labeling process and the enumeration process. The
labeling process is performed at the first stage to specify
the order of jobs, modes, and resources to be considered in
thenextstage.Theenumerationprocessattemptsto
systematically evaluate all possible scheduled times for each
job in the project. During the process,the augmentation
process attempts to assign a new feasible job to a partial
schedule, and the backtracking process attempts to reschedule
a job previously assigned to the partial schedule. Optimality
is reached when all jobs are systematically evaluated. Details
of the algorithm are given below.
Stage 1Labeling Process
1.Job Labeling Process: The job labeling process is
primarily used to determine the order in which jobs will be
assigned to the schedule in the following stage. In addition,
the precedence relationship can be maintained by using the
rearranging process. First, jobs are labeled according to the
job labeling rule selected from the list given in Table 5.1.
Insteadofcheckingforthefeasibilityofprecedence
relationship in the next stage, the rearranging process is45
TABLE 5.1JOB LABELING RULES
RULE DEFINITION
1. MAAD maximum average job duration
2. MAD
3. MAAR
Mj
E dim
m
maximum job duration
Max 001 m =
maximum average resource demand
Mj Mj K
[E dim /Mi] * [E irimk/
m =1 m =1 k =1
4. MIE minimum earliest finish time (EF)
5. MIL minimum latest finish time (LF)
6. MILSD minimum of the difference between the latest
finish time and the smallest duration
[LFjmin 001 m =
7. MILAD minimum of the difference between the latest
finish time and the average duration
Mj
[LF.,E din,/m;]
m =1
8. RAN jobs are numbered randomly
NOTES (1) The above job labeling rules are the same rules
used by Talbot(1982).For details,see Talbot
(1982, Table 1 page 1208).
(2) The EF and LF are based on the shortest duration
mode of each job.46
used in this stage to reduce the computation time and memory
requirements. Jobs are rearranged such that the predecessor
jobs must have lower labeling numbers than the successor jobs
while maintainingtheorderobtainedfromtheselected
labeling rule as much as possible.
2. Mode Labeling Process: The process will order modes of
each job according to the selected mode labeling rule which
itself depends on the objective function. If the objective is
time minimization, modes are labeled in increasing order of
duration. If the objective is cost minimization, modes are
labeled in increasing order of total cost. If the objective is
resource leveling, modes are labeled in increasing order of
total usage of renewable resources.
3. Resource Labeling Process: This process can reduce the
computation time required for identifying infeasible resources
inthenextstage.Renewableresourcesarelabeledin
decreasing order of the index representing the frequency of
highest per-period resource requirement relative to average
resource availability. The index is defined as follows:
Indexk= 12EIjkm
vivm
where =dimfor the k which maximizes the
ratio of to Rk
=0, otherwiseRk
EA tiRkti
Eoti
i =1
47
p =number of intervals that resource
type k varies
Ati =time within interval i
Rkt.=number of units available for
resource type k during interval i.
Stage 2Enumeration Process
The objective of Stage 2 is to find the complete schedule
which optimizes the desired objective function. A complete
schedule is built up from partial schedules in the enumeration
process. A partial schedule is a feasible schedule, a schedule
in which jobs satisfy all the constraints, but contains less
thanthetotalnumberofjobs.Theenumeration process
consists of two major steps, the augmentation process and the
backtracking process.
The augmentation process is the process of adding a new
feasiblejobtothepartialschedulecurrentlybeing
considered. A feasible job is one that satisfies all the
constraints within its range(earliest completion time to
latest completion time). A complete schedule results if all
jobs satisfy all constraints.
The backtracking process is the process of rescheduling
a job previously assigned in the partial schedule. It tries to48
find an improved solution if one exists; otherwise, it is used
to prove that the current solution is optimal.
First,the jobs are retrieved from Stage1,and are
assigned to a partial schedule in increasing order based on
the selected job labeling rule.Jobs are assigned to the
partial schedule at their earliest feasible completion times,
theearliest
violating any
its
new
range, an
timethatajobcan be
constraint. If a job cannot
attempt is made to reassign
completed without
be assigned within
the job by using a
mode. If the job cannot be assigned within its range by
using any mode,the job is said to be unassigned and the
backtracking process begins.The job immediately assigned
before the unassigned job is selected for rescheduling at the
time after its currently scheduled time. The process continues
systematically until a complete schedule with an improved
solution
improved
function
is found, or until optimality is reached. After an
solutionisfound,the valueoftheobjective
is tightened and the augmentation process resumes at
job 1.Optimality is reached when either the backtracking
process is made past job one,or the improved solution is
found to be equal to a proven theoretical bound such as the
critical path early completion time.
5.2Improvements and Extensions of Talbot's Algorithm
Even though Talbot's algorithm represents significant
improvementsintermsofcomputationalefficiencyover49
mathematical optimization approaches, the algorithm is still
time intensive and limited to problems with certain features.
The following improvements and extensions were developed for
the Talbot's algorithm.
1. Skip Mode Process
In the enumeration process, certain modes for a job can
be eliminated from consideration if they cannot yield a better
resultthan the currently scheduled mode.The skip mode
process is applicable to problems for which the values of the
objective function are computed from the sequential sum of the
corresponding values for each job, e.g., total project cost is
the sum of total cost of all jobs in the project. Thus, the
skipmodeprocesscanbeappliedtocostminimization
problems.Inaddition,itcanalsobeusedintime
minimization and resourceleveling problemsifjobsare
serially scheduled to the network, i.e., no more than one job
is allowed to be scheduled at the same time. With the use of
an appropriate mode labeling rule,the skip mode process
becomes quite effective.
In cost minimization problems, modes that require higher
total cost than the currently scheduled mode of the same job
can be eliminated if the current mode has a cost bound beyond
the desired project total cost. The cost bound of job j mode
m is defined as the sum of the cumulative cost of all assigned
jobs in the partial solution (jobs 1 to j-1), the cost of job
j mode m, and the cumulative minimum cost of all unassigned50
jobs (jobs j+1 to the last job). Since modes are ordered in
increasing total cost in the cost minimization objective,
modes that have higher mode numbers than the current mode
number can be eliminated from consideration.
2. Bound Checking Process
Theboundcheckingprocessisdesignedtohandle
nonrenewable resource conflicts more effectively by performing
a feasibility test of the nonrenewable resource bound for the
intended mode of each job. The process attempts to find the
earliest scheduled time of each job within its range that
satisfiesalltheconstraints,and hasthe nonrenewable
resource bound less than or equal to the nonrenewable resource
limit. If the currently scheduled mode of the job does not
satisfy the above constraints, the next mode is considered for
assignment. Every mode of a job must be considered because
modes are not labeled in any order of nonrenewable resources;
or if they are, they can only be ordered according to one type
of nonrenewable resources.
In the bound checking process, the nonrenewable resource
boundisusedtocheckthefeasibilityofnonrenewable
resources for the intended mode of a job instead of comparing
the nonrenewable resource consumption of the intended mode to
the amount of nonrenewable resource available as used in
Talbot's algorithm. The nonrenewable resource bound of job j
mode m is defined as the sum of the cumulative nonrenewable
resource usage of all assigned jobs in the partial schedule51
(jobs 1 to j-1), the nonrenewable resource usage of job j mode
m, and the cumulative minimum nonrenewable resource usage of
all unassigned jobs (jobs j+1 to the last job). Even though
the idea of the bound checking process is similar to the cost
bound described in the previous section,the conceptis
broader and applicable to any type of nonrenewable resource,
and also to any type of objective function.
3. Flexible Backtracking Process
To increase the flexibility and applicability of the
algorithm, different backtracking rules are investigated. In
Talbot's algorithm, the LIFO (last-in-first-out) concept is
used to select a job for rescheduling in the backtracking
process.
" The depth-first search strategy embodied in the
LIFO backtracking rule has the obvious advantage of
simplicity, low storage requirement, and ease of
bookkeeping.... On the other hand, the rigidity of
the LIFO rule often becomes cumbersome, since it
impliesthata bad decision made early in the
searchcannotbecorrected untillateinthe
search. A strategy which preserves most ofthe
advantagesofthedepth-firstapproachwhile
getting rid of the rigidity of LIFO, is to augment
the partial solution last generated whenever it
cannot be fathomed; but when it can be fathomed,
then to continue the search with the most promising
unfathomed partial solution rather than with the
immediatepredecessorofthecurrentone....
Finding a good criterion for selecting the node
(partial solution)for a flexible backtrack is a
matterofexperimentation." (Balas,1979in
Operations Research Support Methodology, pp. 476-
478.)
The idea of flexible backtrack is implemented in the
proposedalgorithms.Beforebacktrackingcanbegin,an
unassigned job must first be determined. A job is said to be52
unassigned when one of the following events occurs:
1. During the augmentation process, an unassigned job is
the job that cannot be assigned to a partial schedule within
its range by using any mode. The unassigned job for each
objective can be determined as follows:
(a) Time Minimization Problem: The unassigned job is
the job that cannot be scheduled within its range
by using any mode due to resource infeasibility.
(b) Cost Minimization Problem: The unassigned job is
the job that cannot be scheduled within its range
by using any mode due to resource infeasibility, or
has its cost bound greater than the current project
total cost.
(c) Resource Leveling Problem: The unassigned job is
the job that cannot be scheduled within its range
by using any mode due to resource infeasibility.
Since the value of total resource deviation cannot
be determined unless the schedule is completed, the
valueoftotalresourcedeviationcannotbe
compared to the tightened objective value until the
last job is assigned to the schedule.
2. After a complete schedule with an improved solution is
found, the objective value is tightened and an unassigned job
is sought.The determination of an unassigned job from a
complete schedule is as follows:
(a) Time Minimization Problem: In Talbot's algorithm,53
the project completion time and the latest finish
time of each job are tightened after an improved
solution isfound,and the augmentation process
starts at job 1, mode 1. The augmentation process
continues until an unassigned job is determined.
Thecomputationtimecanbereducedifthe
unassigned job can be determined without restarting
the augmentation process at job 1, mode 1. This can
be accomplished by making a comparison between the
tightened latest finish time and the completion
time of all jobs in the incumbent complete schedule
(thecompleteschedulethatismostrecently
obtained).If a job's completion time is greater
than the tightened latest finish time, then the job
isa new unassigned job.If more than one job
cannot be assigned, then the job with the lowest
job number is selected. After an unassigned job is
determined, an attempt is made to reschedule the
unassigned job by using the next mode.Ifthe
unassigned job cannot bereassigned within its
range by using any mode,then the backtracking
process is initiated.
(b) CostMinimizationProblem: Afteranimproved
solutionisfound,thetotalprojectcostis
tightened byacertainamountdependingona
requiredaccuracy (adeviationfromoptimal54
solution).Likethetime minimization problem,
Talbot's algorithm starts the augmentation process
at job 1, mode 1, and continues until an unassigned
job is determined. The following feasibility test
is used to reduce the computation time to determine
the unassignedjob.Let jbethejobthatis
currently tested; one of the following feasibility
testscanthenbeused: (i)checkthatthe
cumulative cost from job 1 to job jis less than or
equal to the tightened total project cost, or (ii)
check that the cost bound of job jis less than or
equal to the tightened total project cost. The use
of cost bound approach is recommended because it
gives a tighter bound which will result in less
computation time. The following technique can then
be used to determine an unassigned job without
restarting the augmentation process at job 1, mode
1.An unassigned job is one whose cost bound is
greater than the tightened total project cost. If
more than one job satisfy this condition, the job
with the lowest job number is selected. After an
unassignedjobisdetermined,thebacktracking
process begins. The other modes of the unassigned
job can be eliminated from consideration because
modes are ordered in increasing total cost.
(c) Resource Leveling Problem:Since the value of55
totalresourcedeviationisobtainedwhena
complete schedule is found, only the last job can
be considered for rescheduling. After an improved
solutionisfoundandtheobjectivevalueis
tightened,the augmentation process begin at the
currently scheduled mode of the last job in the
incumbentsolution.Theprocesschecksthe
feasibility ofthe lastjob attime after the
currently scheduled finish time in the incumbent
solution.Ifthelastjobcannotbescheduled
withinitsrange by using any mode,thenthe
backtracking process is started.
If job jcannot be assigned to a schedule by using any
mode, one of the jobs previously assigned in front of job jis
consideredforreschedulingaccordingtooneofthe
backtracking rules given in Table 5.2. If the selected job can
be assigned at a later time within its range or by using
another mode, then the augmentation process is started on the
next job.If not, a new job is selected from the same set
based on the rule previously used. The process continues
systematicallyuntilanimprovedsolutionisfoundor
optimalityisreached.Optimalityisreachedwhenthe
backtracking processismade pastjobone.Inflexible
backtracking process,only the LIFO backtracking rule can
guarantee optimality when the backtracking process is made
past job one. The other backtracking rules may not yield56
TABLE 5.2BACKTRACKING RULES
RULE DEFINITIONW
1. LIFO choose the most recently assigned job
2. MILF choose the job with the smallest late finish
time
3. MALF choose the job with the largest late finish
time
4. MITF choose the job with the smallest total float
5. MATF choose the job with the largest total float
6. MID choose the job with the minimum duration
7. MAD choose the job with the maximum duration
8. MIRD choosethejob with thesmallest absolute
resource deviation
9. MARD choosethejobwiththelargestabsolute
resource deviation
10. MITR choosethejobwiththesmallesttotal
resource demand
11. MATR choose the job with the largest total resource
demand
12. RAN choose the job randomly
13. MITC(2) choose the job with the smallest total cost
14. MATC(2) choose the job with the largest total cost
NOTES (1)
(2)
If more than one job has the same value, choose the
job with the highest job number.
The MITC and MATC backtracking rules are applicable
only to cost minimization problems.57
optimal solutions because some job combinations may not be
considered when a job is selected for rescheduling.
The algorithm is extended to search for optimal solutions
or to guarantee optimality when other backtracking rules are
used. This can be accomplished in two steps:(1)obtain a
heuristic solution from these rules and use the solution as an
initial upper bound for the objective function value, and (2)
restart the enumeration process using the LIFO rule as a
selected backtracking rule. The algorithm allows the user to
specifyifoptimalsolutionsor heuristicsolutions are
desired when using a backtracking rule.
4. Job Splitting
Itis assumed in this study that jobs can be split
(preempted) any number of times. For the case where jobs can
be split only at certain periods, see Patterson (1984) and
Prisker et al.(1969). The algorithms handle splittable jobs
differentlyfromnonspilttablejobsinseveralways,
including:
(1)Resource availability is updated differently.
(2)Active time variables are used for splittable jobs
instead of completion time variables.
(3)A splittable job is said to be completed when the
numberofactive periodsisequaltothejob
duration.
(4)To guarantee optimality, all possible combinations
of active time variables of each splittable job58
must be considered. Assume that a splittable job
has a duration of3units. Then the active time
variable for each time unit can be represented by
Yl, Y2 and Y3, respectively. If the earliest start
is at period 1 and the latest finish is at period
5,allpossiblecombinationsofactivetime
variables are shown in Table 5.3.
TABLE 5.3
ACTIVE TIME COMBINATIONS FOR SPLITTABLE JOBS
TIME PERIOD
1 2 3 4 5
Yl Y2 Y3
Yl Y2 Y3
Y1 Y2 Y3
Y1 Y2 Y3
Y1 Y2 Y3
Yl Y2 Y3
Yl Y2 Y3
Yl Y2 Y3
Yl Y2 Y3
Yl Y2 Y3
A summary of the algorithm for nonsplittable jobs is
given in Figure 5.1.
5. Resource Leveling Problem
In the resource leveling problem, the project completion
time is fixed at a specified value, and jobs are scheduled to
satisfy the resource leveling objective. First the earliest
finish and the latest finish times of each job are calculated59
FIGURE 5.1FLOW CHART FOR A SPLITTABLE JOB
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based onthegiven completiontimes.Therangeremains
unchanged since the project completion time is fixed. Two
objectives frequently considered in resource leveling problems
are:(1)to minimize the absolute deviation between resource
consumption and a desired rate,and(2)to minimize the
absolutedeviationbetweentheresourceconsumptionof
consecutive time periods.
The procedure for minimizing the absolute deviation from
a desired rate is as follows:
(1)An incumbent objective value (D*)is set to a known
heuristic value. If a heuristic value is not known, D* may be
computed from
:desired rate resource used:
vt
when all jobs are assigned sequentially.
(2)The augmentation process begins by assigning jobs at
their earliest feasible completion time and checking for
resourcefeasibility.Ifalljobsareassignedtothe
schedule, the objective value (D)is computed. The objective
value(D)is compared with the current incumbent objective
value(D*).If D is less than or equal to D, an improved
solution is found (set the new incumbent objective value D* to
D). The value D*is then reduced by 1(called a tightened
objective value), and the last job is scheduled by using the
currently scheduled mode in the incumbent solution. If the job
cannot be assigned a completion time within its given range,
an attempt is made by using another mode. If the process is62
stillnotsuccessful,theflexiblebacktracking process
begins. A job is selected by using one of the backtracking
rulesgiveninTable5.2.Iftheselectedjobcanbe
rescheduledwithinitsrangebyusinganymode,the
augmentation process begins. If this is not possible, a new
job is selected based on the same rule. The process continues
systematicallyuntilanimprovedsolutionisfound,or
optimality is reached.
The same procedures can also be applied to the objective
of minimizing the absolute deviation between consecutive time
units. However, D and D* now represent
E1resource usage at time tresource usage at time t-11.
V t
In this research, the desired rate is set equal to the
renewableresourcelimit;thus,theproblembecomesa
resource-constrained version of the leveling problem.The
advantages of this assumption are that the best level of
resources can be determined at a planning stage, and resource
utilization of the resource may be higher.
6. Multi-project Problem
The algorithms can be modified to handle a multi-project
resource-constrained project scheduling problem by combining
jobs from all projects into a single project and imposing
additional due dates for some jobs or projects.The same
process as the single project problem can be used to optimize
the objective function value with some modification.For
example,to minimize makespan, an attempt will be made to63
minimize the completion time of all terminal jobs from all
projects.
7. Multiple Objective Goal Programming Problem
The multiple objective goal programming algorithm is
developedforthetime,cost,andresourceleveling
objectives. The idea is to find a solution that minimizes
absolute deviations from a desired level for each objective
without changing the objective values of higher priority
goals. If the desired levels are unknown, a special algorithm
isdeveloped tosequentially optimize allobjectives
finding the optimal values for all goals without changing
optimal values of higher priority goals.
In the proposed algorithm for the multiple objective goal
programming problem, a goal constraint corresponding to the
current goal is added, and real constraints corresponding to
higher priority goals are imposed on the problem. The modified
problem is then solved as a single objective problem. If the
desired levelofthe current goalis met,the algorithm
proceedstothe next lower priority goal.Otherwise,it
attempts to find the solution that minimizes deviation from
the desired level of the current goal. This process continues
systematically until all goals have been considered and a
solution is found. If the desired level is not specified, the
desired level is set equal to an upper bound value or a known
value obtained from the immediate higher priority goal. The
desired level is tightened until the problem is no longer
by
the64
feasible. The solution before infeasibility is selected for
thegoal,and the algorithm proceedstothe nextlower
priority goal.In essence,two different approaches are
applied to the multiple objective goal programming algorithm.
The lower bound approach is used to handle the goal with a
known desired level, and the upper bound approach is used to
handle the goal with an unknown desired level.
5.3Computerized Algorithms
Separatealgorithmsweredevelopedforthesingle
objectiveproblems.Asummaryofthesingleobjective
algorithms is shown in Figure 5.2. A comparison among the
algorithmsfor time minimization,cost minimization,and
resource leveling is given in Table 5.4.In addition,the
multiple objective algorithm wasseparately developed to
handle the multiple objective resource-constrained project
scheduling problem. The example shown in Figure 5.3 will be
used to explain the computerized algorithms.The network
consists of4jobs, and each job can be performed in two
modes. There is one type of renewable resource with a limit of
7 units, and one type of nonrenewable resource representing
total cost with a limit of $200. The resource deviation is the
sum of the difference between the consumption level and the
limit of renewable resource over the period of job duration in
that mode.FIGURE 5.2SUMMARY OF THE SINGLE OBJECTIVE ALGORITHMS
START
V
.Labeling Process
.Set an upper bound for the objective value
V
.Calculate latest finish time
V
.Enumeration Process
V
.Check feasibility of nonrenewable resources
V
.Check feasibility of renewable resources
.Backtracking Process
OPTIMAL
.Check optimality or look for improved solution
IMPROVED SOLUTION
V
9. Reduce the upper bound of the objective value
10. Determine an unassigned job
V
11. Restart the enumeration process
(Go to(50
65TABLE 5.4COMPARISON OF SINGLE OBJECTIVE ALGORITHMS
STEP# TIME COST RESOURCE LEVELING
1 Labeling Process same as TIME same as TIME
2 Set an upper bound for project
completion time
Set an upper bound for project
total cost
Set an upper bound for
total resource deviation
3 Calculate latest finish time
of each job based on the upper
bound value
Calculate latest finish time
of each job based on a desired
completion time
same as COST
4 Augment one job at a time
until the last job
Before augmenting any job,
check feasibility of the total
cost bound
same as TIME
5 Check feasibility of
nonrenewable resources
same as TIME same as TIME
6 Check feasibility of renewable
resources
same as TIME same as TIME
7 Backtracking Process same as TIME same as TIME
8 Check optimality of the
current solution, or look for
an improved solution
same as TIME First, check feasibility
of total resource
deviation of the last
job. Then same as TIME.
9 Reduce project completion time
after improved solution is
found
Reduce project total cost
after improved solution is
found
Reduce total resource
deviation after improved
solution is found
10 Reduce latest finish time of
each job and compare to the
incumbent values
Compare total cost bound of
each job to tightened project
total cost
Use the last job as an
unassigned job
11 Begin enumeration process on
the unassigned job
same as TIME same as TIME67
FIGURE 5.3EXAMPLE PROBLEM
JobModeDuration RenewableNonrenewableResource
Resource Resource Deviation
1 1 3 5 30 6
1 2 4 3 40 16
2 1 3 5 20 6
2 2 4 2 40 20
3 1 2 7 10 0
3 2 3 4 30 9
4 1 4 4 40 12
4 2 5 3 50 20
Renewable resource limit = 7
Nonrenewable resource (total cost) limit = 20068
5.3.1Time Minimization Algorithm
The solution procedure for time minimization problems is
described in the following steps:
(1)Perform the labeling process.
(2)Set an incumbent project completion time (T*) equal
to a known heuristic value. If a heuristic value is
not known, set T* equal to the sum of all maximum
job durations.
(3)Calculate the latest finish time of each job by
using the shortest duration mode and the project
completion time of T*.
(4)LetXIand Iv;be the actual finish time and the
scheduled mode of job j, respectively. X, and lv; are
bothunspecifiedunlessjob jisassigneda
scheduledcompletiontimeoft (Xi=t)anda
scheduled mode of m (MI=m) .
(5)The enumeration process begins by assigning job 1,
mode 1 at its earliest possible completion time to
theschedule.First,checkthefeasibilityof
nonrenewable resources by using the nonrenewable
resource bound which is the sum of the cumulative
total resource for all jobs before job j, the total
resource for job j under the current mode, and the
cumulative minimum totalresourcefor alljobs
beyondjob juntilthelastjob. Ifthe69
nonrenewable resource bound is less than or equal
tothenonrenewableresourcelimit,checkthe
feasibility of renewable resources. Otherwise, an
attempt is made to assign the next mode at its
earliest possible completion time. If none of the
modesofthejobarefeasible,beginthe
backtracking process.
(6)Thefeasibility checking processforrenewable
resources depends on the type of the job.For a
splittable job, the resource availabilities of all
renewable resource types are tested each time the
job is assigned an active time. If the job can be
assigned at the active time, reduce the array of
renewable resource availability and find the next
activetimeuntilthetotalnumberofactive
periods is equal to the job duration. A completion
timeisthen assignedforthejob.Otherwise,
increase time by one unit and try to find the
earliest possible active time within its range by
usingoneofitsavailablemodes.Fora
nonsplittable job,find the earliest contiguous
intervalthathasalengthequaltothejob
duration and that satisfies the current
availability of all renewable resource types. For
example, if job j mode m with a duration of is
assignedacompletiontimeof t,thenthe70
contiguous interval that has a length of dim periods
is searched and checked for the renewable resource
feasibility, i.e., check whether renewable resource
type k consumed by job j, mode m is less than or
equaltothecurrent availability ofrenewable
resource type k between time period (t-dim+1) and t.
If at least one type of renewable resource does not
satisfytheabovecondition, increase the
completion time by 1 and find the earliest possible
completion time. Forbothsplittableand
nonsplittable jobs, if the current mode of the job
cannot be assigned, try to assign the next mode at
its earliest possible completion time. If none of
themodesofthejobisfeasible,thenthe
backtracking process begins.
(7)The same enumeration process is applied to all jobs
with an attempt to assign the first mode of each
job at its earliest possible completion time to the
schedule. Jobs must be selected for assignment in
ascending order ofthe job labeling numbers to
ensure that the precedence relationships between
jobs are maintained. The earliest start time of
each job must be computed based on the current
scheduled time of all predecessor jobs. After the
job is assigned a completion time,the resource
availability array must be reduced in accordance71
withtheamountofresourcesconsumed bythe
scheduled mode of the job. For a splittable job,
only the nonrenewable resource array of
availability is reduced at this step because the
arrayofrenewableresourceavailabilityhas
already been reduced when the active time is found.
(8)In the backtracking process,if jobjcannot be
assigned to the schedule by using any mode, a job
that was previously assigned before job j must be
selected for rescheduling according to one of the
backtracking rules given in Table 5.2. Let job s be
theselectedjobforrescheduling;jobswas
previouslyassignedbyusingmodemandwas
scheduled tocompleteattimet.Theresource
availability arrays of all jobs from job s to job
j-1 are increased based on their scheduled times.
Find the earliest possible completion time for job
s using the same process. If job s can be completed
within itsrange,reduce the array of resource
availability by the amount consumed by job s and
begin the augmentation process at job s+1, mode 1.
If none of the modes of job s is feasible, reduce
the array of resource availability for all jobs
from jobsto job j-1 by the amount previously
increased toobtain theoriginalpartial
schedule. Select a new job for rescheduling from72
the same partial schedule by using the backtracking
rule previously used.
(9)Theaugmentationandbacktrackingprocesses
continue systematically until one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(a)All jobs are assigned a completion time, and
an improved project completion time is found.
(b)The backtracking process is made past job 1,
andthecurrentincumbentsolutionis
optimal.
(10)If an improved project completion time is found,
set a new incumbent solution(T*)equal to the
completion time of the last job in the complete
schedule. If T* exceeds the best known lower bound
such as the critical path early completion time,
then thelate finish times Liofeach job are
tightened by the quantity [LN-(T*-1)]. A comparison
is made between the tightened latest finish time
andthecompletion timeofeachjobfrom the
incumbentcomplete scheduleto determineanew
unassignedjob.Aftertheunassignedjobis
identified, begin the augmentation process on the
unassigned job using the next mode (mode after the
currently scheduled mode).
(11) Optimality is reached when either the backtracking
process is made past job 1, or an improved project73
completion time is found to be equal to a proven
theoretical bound such as the critical path early
completion time.
Example: After the labeling process is performed,set an
incumbent project completion time (T*) equal to 16 (=4+4+3+5)
which is the sum of maximum job duration of all jobs. Based on
T* (16), the latest finish times of jobs 1, 2, 3, and 4 become
9, 12, 12, and 16, respectively. Begin the enumeration process
at job 1, mode 1. Check the feasibility of the nonrenewable
resource (total cost) at the earliest possible completion time
of job 1, mode 1 (period 3). Compare the nonrenewable resource
bound of job 1, mode 1 (30+20+10+40=100) with the nonrenewable
resource limit (200). Since the value is less than the limit,
the assignment is feasible. If this were not feasible (e.g.,
the nonrenewable resource bound of job 1 mode 1 is 300), then
check for the feasibility of job 1, mode 2 at its earliest
possible completion time (period 4). If none of the modes of
job 1 were
Since
mode 1 at
feasible, begin the backtracking process.
the nonrenewable resource is feasible for job
period 3,the renewable resource feasibility
1,
is
tested. Compare the renewable resource consumption of job 1,
mode 1(5) with the renewable resource limit (7) at periods 1,
2, and 3. Since the value is less than the limit, job 1 is
assigned a scheduled completion time of 3 and a scheduled mode
of 1. The resource availability arrays of both renewable and
nonrenewable resources are decreased by the amount consumed by74
job 1, mode 1,e.g., the array of nonrenewable resource is
reduced to 170 (=200-30), and the array of renewable resource
is reduced to 2 (=7-5). The enumeration process then begin on
the next job (job 2). If this were not feasible, increase the
completion time by 1 and find the earliest possible completion
time. If job 1, mode 1 could not be assigned by its latest
completion time (period 9), then check for the feasibility of
job 1, mode 2 at its earliest possible completion time.If
none of the modes of job 1 were feasible within its latest
completion time (period 9), begin the backtracking process.
The process continues systematically until all jobs are
assigned to the schedule. A complete schedule is found as
follows: job 1 is assigned a scheduled completion time of 3
and a scheduled mode of1,job 2is assigned a scheduled
completion time of6 and a scheduled mode of1,job 3is
assigned a scheduled completion time of 8 and a scheduled mode
of 1, and job 4 is assigned a scheduled completion time of 12
and a scheduled mode of 1.
Sincetheprojectcompletiontimeofthecomplete
schedule(12)isless than the incumbent value(16),an
improved solution is found, and the complete schedule becomes
an incumbent solution. Reduce the latest finish times of all
jobs by 5(=16-12+1); thus, the tightened latest finish of
jobs 1, 2,3, and 4 become 4,7,7, and 11, respectively. The
completion times of job 3 and job 4 in the incumbent solution
are larger than their tightened latest finish times, but job75
3 has a lower order number than job 4;thus,job3is an
unassigned job. Restart the enumeration process on job 3.
From the example job 3 cannot be assigned to the schedule
by using any mode within its latest completion time (7). Thus,
the backtracking process begin.Let assume that the LIFO
backtrackingruleisused,job2isthenselectedfor
rescheduling. Increase the resource availability array at the
scheduled times of job 2(period 4,5 and 6)by the amount
consumed by job 2, mode 1(5 units for renewable resource, and
$20 for nonrenewable resource). Increase the completion time
ofjob2,mode1by1andfindtheearliest possible
completion time. The process continues systematically until
all jobs are assigned to the schedule. A complete schedule is
found as follows: job 1 is assigned a scheduled completion
time of3 and a scheduled mode of1,job 2is assigned a
scheduled completion time of 7 and a scheduled mode of 2, job
3 is assigned a scheduled completion time of 6 and a scheduled
mode of 2, and job 4 is assigned a scheduled completion time
of 11 and a scheduled mode of 1.
Sincetheprojectcompletiontimeofthecomplete
schedule(11)isless than the incumbent value(12),an
improved solution is found, and the complete schedule becomes
an incumbent solution. Reduce the latest finish times of all
jobs by 1(=11-11+1); thus, the tightened latest finish of
jobs 1, 2,3, and 4 become 3,6,6, and 10, respectively. The
completion times of job 2 and job 4 in the incumbent solution76
are larger than their tightened latest finish times, but job
2 has a lower order number than job 4;thus,job 2is an
unassigned job. Restart the enumeration process on job 2, and
the process continues as before.
Nofurtherimprovementhasbeenfound,andthe
backtracking process is made past job 1.Thus, the current
incumbent solution is an optimal solution with the optimal
project completion time of 11.
5.3.2Cost Minimization Algorithm
The solution procedure for cost minimization problems is
described in the following steps:
(1)Perform the labeling process.
(2)Set an incumbent project total cost (C*) equal to a
known heuristic value. If a heuristic value is not
known, set C* equal to the sum of maximum total cost
of all jobs.
(3)Set a project completion time equal to the desired
project completion time (g). Calculate the latest
finish timeof each job by using theshortest
duration mode and the desired project completion
time. The range will remain the same throughout the
process since the objective is to find the minimum
cost schedule within the desired project completion
time.
(4)issame as Step(4)for the time minimization77
objective (section 5.3.1).
(5)The enumeration process begins by assigning job 1,
mode 1 at its earliest possible completion time to
theschedule.Beforeevaluatingtheresource
feasibility, check the feasibility of total project
cost by using the total cost bound which is the sum
of the cumulative total cost for all jobs before
job j,the total cost for job j under the current
mode, and the cumulative minimum total cost for all
jobs beyond job j until the last job. If the total
cost bound is less than or equal to the project
totalcost,checkforresourcefeasibility.
Otherwise, begin the backtracking process. If job
j, mode m cannot be assigned to the schedule due to
the above condition, any mode of job j after mode m
is also infeasible because modes are ranked in
increasingorderoftotalcostinthecost
minimization objective.The resource feasibility
testbeginsbycheckingthefeasibilityof
nonrenewableresourcesthroughthenonrenewable
resource bound. If the nonrenewable resource bound
is less than or equal to the nonrenewable resource
limit, checkthefeasibilityofrenewable
resources. Otherwise, an attempt is made to assign
the next mode at its earliest possible completion
time. If none of the modes of the job are feasible,78
begin the backtracking process.
(6) (9)are same as Steps(6) (9)for the time
minimization objective (section 5.3.1).
(10)If an improved project total cost is found, set a
new incumbent solution (C*) equal to the cumulative
total cost of the last job. If C* exceeds the best
known lower bound such as the sum of minimum total
cost of all jobs, then set the tightened project
total cost equal to (C*-e) where e is an amount of
cost reduction which depends on desired accuracy. A
comparison is made between the tightened project
total cost and the cost bound of each job based on
the incumbent complete schedule to determine a new
unassignedjob.Aftertheunassignedjobis
specified,beginthebacktracking process.The
other modes of the unassigned job can be eliminated
from consideration because modes areranked in
increasing order of total cost.
(11) Optimality is reached when either the backtracking
process is made past job 1, or an improved project
totalcostisfoundtobeequaltoaproven
theoretical bound such as the sum of minimum total
cost of all jobs.
Example: After the labeling process is performed,set an
incumbent project total cost (C *) equal to $160 (=40+40+30+50)
which is the sum of maximum total cost of all jobs. Let assume79
that the project is desired to be completed within period 11.
The project completion time is set to 11,and the latest
finish times of jobs 1,2,3,and 4 are 4,7,7,and 11,
respectively. First check the feasibility of total project
cost for job 1, mode 1 by comparing the total cost bound for
job 1, mode 1 (100=30+20+10+40) to the incumbent project total
cost(160).Since the total cost bound isless than the
incumbent project total cost, the assignment is feasible. The
enumeration process is then performed as explained in the time
minimization objective. If this were not feasible (e.g., the
total cost bound is 200), then begin the backtracking process.
The same complete schedule is obtained as in the time
minimization objective. Since the project total cost of the
complete schedule is 140 (=30+40+30+40) which is less than the
incumbent value (160), an improved solution is found, and the
complete schedule is a new incumbent solution. Reduce the
project total cost by 1,the tightened project total cost
becomes 139 (=140-1). Compare the tightened project total cost
with the cost bound of jobs 1,2,3,and 4 which are 100
(=30+20+10+40),120(=30+40+10+40), 140 (=30+40+30+40), 140
(= 30 +40 +30 +40) ,respectively. The cost bounds of job 3 and job
4 are larger than the tightened project total cost, but job 3
has a lower order number than job 4;thus,job3is an
unassigned job. Restart the enumeration process on job 3, and
the process continues as before.
No further improvement is found, and the backtracking80
processis made past job1.Thus,the current incumbent
solution is an optimal solution with the optimal project total
cost of 140.
5.3.3Resource Leveling Algorithm
The solution procedure for resource leveling problems is
described in the following steps:
(1)Perform the labeling process.
(2)Set an incumbent objective value(D*)equal to a
known heuristic value. If a heuristic value is not
known, set D* equal to
desired rateresource used
v t
when all jobs are assigned sequentially.
(3)Set a project completion time equal to the desired
project completion time (g). Calculate the latest
finish timeofeach job by using theshortest
duration mode and the desired project completion
time. The range will remain the same throughout the
process since the objective is to minimize resource
deviation within the desired completion time.
(4) (8)aresameasSteps (4) (8)fortime
minimization objective (section 5.3.1).
(9)After a completion time is found for the last job,
thetotalresourcedeviationiscomputedand
compared to the current objective value.If the
totalresourcedeviationexceedsthecurrent81
objective value,an attempt is made to find the
earliest possible completion time that satisfies
resourcefeasibilityandhastotalresource
deviationlessthanorequaltothecurrent
objective value. If none of the modes of the last
jobisfeasiblewithinitsrange,thenthe
backtracking process begins.
(10) Theaugmentationandbacktrackingprocesses
continue systematically until one of the following
occurs.
(a)All jobs are assigned a completion time, and
an improved objective value is found.
(b)The backtracking process is made past job 1,
and the current incumbent solution is optimal.
(11)If an improved total resource deviation is found,
set a new incumbent objective value(D*)equal to
the total resource deviation. If D* exceeds the best
knownlowerboundsuchasazeroresource
deviation, then set the tightened objective value
equal to (D*-f) where f is a reduction in resource
deviation which depends on a desired accuracy.
Since the last job is an unassigned job, begin the
augmentation process on the last job by using the
scheduled mode in the incumbent solution. This will
check the feasibility of the last job at a finish
timeafterthescheduledfinishtimeinthe82
incumbent solution.
(12) Optimality is reached when either the backtracking
processismadepastjob1,oranimproved
objective value is found to be equal to a proven
theoretical bound such as a zero deviation.
Example: After the labeling processis performed,set an
incumbent objective value (D*) equal to 65 (=16+20+9+20) which
is the sum of maximum resource deviation of all jobs. Let
assume that the project is desired to be completed within
period 11. The project completion time is set to 11, and the
latest finish times of jobs 1,2,3, and 4 are 4,7,7, and
11,respectively. The enumeration process is performed as
explained in the time minimization objective.
The same complete schedule is obtained as in the time
minimizationobjective.Thetotalresourcedeviationis
computed after job 4 is assigned. Since the total resource
deviation of the complete schedule(26)is less than the
incumbent value (65), an improved solution is found, and the
complete schedule is a new incumbent solution. Reduce the
total resource deviation by 1,and the tightened objective
value becomes 25(=26-1). Job 4is an unassigned job, and
restarttheenumeration processonjob4.Theprocess
continues systematically as before.
No further improvement is found, and the backtracking
processis made past job1.Thus,the current incumbent
solutionisanoptimalsolution withtheoptimaltotal83
resource deviation of 26.
5.3.4Multiple Objective Algorithm
Themultipleobjectivealgorithmconsidersthree
objectives with different levels of priority. The algorithm
allows the user to specify priority level for each goal.
However, for the purpose of illustration it is assumed that
the highest priority goalisto minimize time beyond the
desired due date (tardiness), the second highest priority goal
is to minimize cost beyond the desired project total cost, and
thelowest priority goalisto minimizetotalresource
deviation from some desired limit.
Let
= projectcompletiontimeoftheincumbent
solution
C* = project total cost of the incumbent solution
=totalresourcedeviationoftheincumbent
solution
g= desired project completion time (due date)
c= desired project total cost
andP1 >>> P2>>> P3where P1,P2 and P3 are the
priorities(weights)forgoals1, 2,and3,
respectively.
The mathematical formulation for the goal programming is
as follows:
Goal 1: Minimize time beyond the desired due date84
Minf+
whereT*+f--f± = g
Goal 2: Minimize cost beyond the desired project total
cost
Mint+
whereC*+t--t+ = c
Goal 3: Minimize total resource deviation from the
desired limits
Min E Irk
vk
where (total resource used)k + vk-
= (desired limit)k
The algorithm for multiple objective goal programming
problems is as follows:
GOAL 1: Minimize time beyond the desired due date.
(1)Perform the labeling process.
(2)If the desired due date is known, set T* equal to
the desired due date. Otherwise, set T* equal to the
sum of all maximum job durations. Set the project
total cost and the total resource deviation equal
to their maximum values.
(3)Calculate the latest finish time of each job by
using the shortest duration mode and the project
completion time of T*.
(4)issame asStep(4)for the time minimization
objective (section 5.3.1).85
(5)issame as Step(5)for thecost minimization
objective (section 5.3.2).
(6) (8)are same as Steps(6) (8)for the time
minimization objective (section 5.3.1).
(9)issame as Step(9)for the resource leveling
objective (section 5.3.3).
(10) Theaugmentationandbacktrackingprocesses
continue systematically until one of the followings
conditions is satisfied:
(a)All jobs are assigned a completion time: an
improved objective value is found.
(b)The backtracking process is made past job 1:
the current incumbent solution is optimal.
(11) After an improved project completion time is found,
the following process is performed.
Case 1: The desired due date is specified.
Ifthe improved project completion time is
found to be less than or equal to the desired
due date,stop the process for Goal1and
start Goal 2. Otherwise, increase the desired
due date and the latest finish of each job by
1 and begin the augmentation process at job 1
mode 1. The process continues systematically
until the above condition is met.
Case 2: The desired due date is not specified.
Ifthe improved project completion time is86
found, set a new incumbent solution (T*) equal
to the completion time of the last job in the
complete schedule. If T* exceeds the best known
lower bound such as the critical path early
completion time, then the late finish times LI
of each job are tightened by the quantity [LN-
(T*-1)].A comparisonismade betweenthe
tightenedlatestfinishtimeandthe
completion time of each job from the incumbent
completeschedule todetermine anew
unassigned job. After the unassigned job is
identified, begin the augmentation process on
the unassigned job using the next mode (the
mode after the currently scheduled mode).
(12) Optimality is reached when either the backtracking
process is made past job 1, or an improved project
completion time is found to be equal to a proven
theoretical bound such as the critical path early
completion time.
Example: Let assume that the desired due date is 11. Set the
incumbent project completion time (T*)to 11,the project
total cost to 160, and the total resource deviation to 65.
Based on T*,the latest finish times of jobs 1,2,3, and 4
are 4, 7, 7, and 11, respectively. First check the feasibility
of total project cost for job 1, mode 1 by comparing the total
costboundforjob1,mode1(100=30+20+10+40)tothe87
incumbent project total cost (160).Since the total cost bound
is less than the incumbent project total cost, the assignment
is feasible. The enumeration process is then performed as
explained in the time minimization objective. If this were not
feasible (e.g., the total cost bound is 200), then begin the
backtracking process.
Thesamecompletescheduleisobtained asintime
minimizationobjective.Thetotalresourcedeviationis
computed after job 4is assigned. Since the total resource
deviation of the complete schedule(26)is less than the
incumbent value (65), the complete schedule is feasible.
Sincetheprojectcompletiontimeofthecomplete
schedule(11)is equal to the desired due date,stop the
process for Goal 1 and proceed to Goal 2.If this were not
feasible, increase the due date by 1, and restart the process
at job 1, mode 1. The process continues systematically until
the project completion time of a complete schedule is less
thanorequaltothedesired duedate which hasbeen
increased.
GOAL 2: Minimize cost beyond the desired project total
cost.
(1)Perform the labeling process.
(2)If the desired project total cost is specified, set
C*equaltothedesiredprojecttotalcost.
Otherwise, set C* equal to the sum of maximum total
cost of all jobs. Set the project completion time88
equal to the desired due date if the value obtained
from Goal 1 is less than or equal to the desired
due date. Set the project completion time equal to
thevalueobtainedfrom Goal1ifthevalue
obtained from Goal 1 is larger than the desired due
date. Set the total resource deviation equal to its
maximum value.
(3)Calculate the latest finish time of each job by
using the shortest duration mode. The value of the
latest finish of each job will remain unchanged
throughout the process.
(4) (10) are same as Steps (4) (10) in Goal 1.
(11) After an improved project total cost is found, the
following process is performed.
Case 1: Thedesiredproject totalcost is
specified.
If the improved project total cost is found to
be less than or equal to the desired project
total cost, stop the process for Goal 2 and
start Goal 3. Otherwise, increase the desired
projecttotalcostby1andbeginthe
augmentation process atjob1mode1.The
processcontinuessystematically untilthe
above condition is met.
Case 2: Thedesired projecttotalcostisnot
specified.89
If an improved project total cost is found,
set a new incumbent solution (C) equal to the
cumulative total cost of the last job.If C*
exceeds the best known lower bound such as the
sum of minimum total cost of all jobs, then
set the tightened project total cost equal to
(C*-e) where e is an amount of cost reduction
whichdependsonadesiredaccuracy.A
comparisonismadebetweenthetightened
project total cost and the cost bound of each
job based on the incumbent complete schedule
to determine a new unassigned job. After the
unassignedjobisspecified,beginthe
backtracking process. The other modes of the
unassignedjobcanbeeliminatedfrom
consideration because modesarerankedin
increasing order of total cost.
(12) Optimality is reached when either the backtracking
process is made past job 1, or an improved project
totalcostisfoundtobeequaltoaproven
theoretical bound such as the sum of minimum total
cost of all jobs.
Example: Let assume that the desired project total cost is
150. Set the incumbent project total cost(C)to 150,the
projectcompletiontimeto11,andthetotalresource
deviation to 65. Based on the project completion time of 11,90
the latest finish times of jobs 1, 2, 3, and 4 become 4, 7,7,
and 11, respectively. The same process is then performed as
explained in Goal 1.
Since the project total cost of the complete schedule
(140)is less than the desired project total cost, stop the
process for Goal 2 and proceed to Goal 3.If this were not
feasible, increase the desired project total cost by 1, and
restart the process at job 1, mode 1. The process continues
systematically until the project total cost of a complete
schedule is less than or equal to the desired level which has
been increased.
GOAL 3: Minimize total resource deviation from desired
limit.
(1)Perform the labeling process.
(2)If the desired level of total resource deviation is
specified,set D* equal to the desired level of
total resource deviation. Otherwise, set D* equal
to )2(desired rateresource used when all jobs
vt
areassignedsequentially.Settheproject
completion time equal to the desired due date if
the value obtained from Goal1is less than or
equal to the desired due date.Set the project
completion time equal to the value obtained from
Goal 1 if the value obtained from Goal 1 is larger
than the desired due date. Set the project total
cost equal to the desired project total cost if the91
value obtained from Goal 2 is less than or equal to
the desired project total cost.Set the project
total cost equal to the value obtained from Goal 2
if the value obtained from Goal 2is larger than
the desired project total cost.
(3)Calculate the latest finish time of each job by
using the shortest duration mode. The value of the
latest finish of each job will remain unchanged
throughout the process.
(4) (10) are same as steps (4) (10) in Goal 1.
(11) Afteranimprovedtotalresourcedeviationis
found, the following process is performed.
Case 1: Thedesiredleveloftotalresource
deviation is specified.
If the improved total resource deviation is
found to be less than or equal to the desired
level of total resource deviation, the process
ends. Otherwise, increase the desired level of
total resource deviation by 1 and begin the
augmentation process atjob1mode1.The
processcontinuessystematically untilthe
above condition is met.
Case 2: Thedesiredleveloftotalresource
deviation is not specified.
If the improved total resource deviation is
found, set a new incumbent objective value (D*)92
equal to the total resource deviation. If D*
exceeds the best known lower bound such as a
zeroresourcedeviation, thensetthe
tightened objective value equal to (D*- f) where
f is a reduction in resource deviation which
depends on a desired accuracy. The last job is
an unassigned job when an improved solution is
found. Thus, begin the augmentation process on
the last job by using the scheduled mode in
the incumbent solution. This will check the
feasibility of the last job at finish time
afterthescheduledfinishtimeinthe
incumbent solution.
(12) Optimality is reached and the process ends when
either the backtracking process is made past job 1,
or an improved objective value is found to be equal
toa proven theoreticalbound such asazero
deviation.
Example: Let assume that the desired total resource deviation
is 40. Set the incumbent total resource deviation (D*)to 40,
the project completion time to 11, and the project total cost
to 150. Based on the project completion time of 11, the latest
finish times of jobs 1,2,3, and 4 become 4,7,7, and 11,
respectively. The same process is then performed as explained
in Goal 1.
Sincethetotalresource deviation ofthecomplete93
schedule(26)islessthan the desired level,stopthe
process. If this were not feasible, increase the desired total
resource deviation by 1,and restart the process at job 1,
mode 1. The process continues systematically until the total
resource deviation of a complete schedule is less than or
equal to the desired level which has been increased.
5.4Implementation of the Algorithms
A computer program was written for each algorithm using
the C programming language. The computer code can reliably
handle upto30jobs, 3modesofoperation,1typeof
nonrenewable resource, 6 types of renewable resources, and 200
time periods. The code is general enough to handle larger
problems;however,ithasnotbeen testedfor problems
exceeding the characteristics mentioned earlier. The code is
compiled by using MS QUICKC compiler (version 2.50) with a
large memory model. The programs were run on IBM compatible
machines with 33 MHz Intel 486DX processor in the IME computer
lab at Oregon State University.94
CHAPTER 6
TESTING OF THE ALGORITHMS
6.1Test Environments
Threetypesofproblemsnormally usedfortesting
algorithms are computer-generated problems, problems taken
from published literature,and case studies adapted from
practice. The computer-generated problems are used in this
studyfortestingthealgorithms.Thesystemisthen
illustrated using a case study.
Very few problems in reported literature include all the
networkcharacteristics investigated in this study; these
problems are therefore of little use in evaluating this study.
Actual problems from practice are not used because to identify
an appropriate implementation environment, to obtain results
using the algorithms, and to compare these results with actual
outcomes is a lengthy process, and beyond the time constraints
for this study.
Itwasthereforedecidedtousecomputer-generated
problemsin evaluating the algorithms developedinthis
research,andthentousetheseresultstoidentify
implementation guidelines for practice. Furthermore, by using
computer-generated problems,the area ofinterest can be
thoroughly investigated while controlling the impact of other
factors.95
6.1.1Computer-Generated Problems
The creation of computer-generated problems is based on
the methods used by Davis (1968), Johnson (1967), and Talbot
(1982). The computer-generated data includes:(1) splittable
jobs,(2) number of modes and modes of operation for each job,
(3)job durations,(4) precedence relationships, and (5) the
amount of renewable resources consumed by each mode of each
job. Details of the procedures are discussed below; Appendix
1 explains how the probability distributions are obtained.
1. Project Specifications
To obtain computer-generated data, the following input
parameters must be specified:
(1)number of jobs (n)
(2)number of splittable jobs (s)
(3)maximum number of modes of operation (m)
(4)number of renewable resource types (r)
(5)probability distribution of modes of
operation, of job durations and of renewable
resources consumption
(6)network configuration such as number of tier
levels and number of jobs in each tier.
2. Assignment of Splittable Jobs
(1) Generate s random numbers between 1 and n, where
s represents the number of splittable jobs to be generated,
and n is the total number of jobs.
(2) Splittable jobs are the jobs that have their job96
numbers same as the generated random numbers.
3. Assignment of Modes of Operation
3.1) Determine the number of modes for each job
(1) Generate n random numbers between 1 and m, where
n is the number of jobs, and m is the maximum number of modes.
(2) Assign number of modes to each job according to
the generated random numbers.
3.2) Determine modes of operation for each job
(1) Generate successive random numbers between 0 and
1 for each job.
(2) Assign corresponding modes to each job based on
the number of modes obtained from(3.1)and the following
distribution (assuming that m is equal to 3).
If a job has only 1 mode,
MODE 1 2 3
PROBABILITY .573 .298 .129
If a job has 2 modes,
MODES 1,21,32,3
PROBABILITY .436 .351 .213
If a job has 3 modes, assign all three modes
(1,2 and 3) to the job.
4. Random Assignment of Job Durations
(1) Generate successive random numbers between 0 and
1 for each mode of each job.
(2) Assign a duration to each mode of each job based
on its corresponding mode (assuming that m is equal to 3) and97
the following distribution. This assumes that jobs using mode
1 may have durations of 1, 2, or 3 time units; jobs using mode
2 may have durations of 4, 5, or 6 time units; and jobs using
mode 3 may have durations of 7,8, or 9 time units.
MODE 1: DURATION 1 2 3
PROBABILITY.272 .403 .325
MODE 2: DURATION 4 5 6
PROBABILITY.409 .326 .265
MODE 3: DURATION 7 8 9
PROBABILITY.465 .318 .217
5. Creation of Precedence Relationships
Precedence relationships are randomly assigned within
aspecifiedrange,notfromallpossibilitiesofjob
combinations.Thispreventsthecreationofredundant
relationships,and gives a higher degree of control over
network configuration with some degree of randomness. The
procedure is as follows:
(a) Create a (n x n) precedence matrix.
(b)Assign 2to the cells where jobjdoes not
precede job k but the job orders of j and k can be switched,
i.e., job jcan be performed either before or after job k.
Thus, assign 2 to all (j,k) cells having the same tier number.
(c)Assign 3to the cells where jobjdoes not
precede job k and the job ordersof jand k cannot be
switched, i.e., job j must be performed before job k when j<
k, and job k must be performed before job j when j> k. Thus,98
assign 3 to the following cells:
(i) all cells where jis equal to k
(ii) all (j,k) cells where tier number of job
j(t-)is greater than tier number of job
k (t0
(iii) all (j,k) cells where (tj+1)is less than
(d)Assign 1to the cells where jobjprecedes
successor job k by using the following procedures:
(i)Ineachrow,ajob jcanselecta
particular successorjobk withsome
probability.
(ii)If a job jis not assigned a successor
from the previous step, randomly select
onesuccessorjobfromasetof
candidates with the same probability for
each candidate.
(iii) In each column, each job k that is not
assigned a predecessor from the previous
step can select a predecessor job j from
asetofcandidateswiththesame
probability for each candidate.
(e)Assign3to any(j,k)cellthatisstill
unassigned.
6. Assignment of Renewable Resources Consumption
(a) Generate successively a random number between 099
and 1 for each renewable resource type of each job.
(b) For each type of renewable resources, the amount
of resource consumption by each job is determined by the
following distribution:
UNITS OF CONSUMPTION 1 2 3 4 5 6
PROBABILITY .208 .236 .213 .172 .117 .054
(c) Since dummy resources are used to indicate the
difference between modes of operation, each mode is assigned
1 unit of its corresponding dummy resource and 0 unit of the
other dummy resources.
To show how resources are assigned to each mode of
each job, consider an example in Table 6.1. From the example,
resource types 1,and 2 are dummy resources, and resource
types 3, and 4 are renewable resources. The amount of resource
types 3, and 4 consumed by job 1 are the same for both modes
1, and 2,i.e.,2 units of resource type 3, and 3 units of
resource type 4. The two modes of job 1 are differentiated by
assigning 1 unit of dummy resource type 1, and 0 unit of dummy
resource type 2 to mode 1; and 0 unit of dummy resource type
1, and 1 unit of dummy resource type 2 to mode 2.
TABLE 6.1AN EXAMPLE OF RESOURCE ASSIGNMENT
JOB MODE
RESOURCE TYPE
1 2 3 4
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
2
2
3
3100
6.1.2Network Characteristics of Computer Problems
Davis(1975)introduced the network summary measures
which can be used to specify the network characteristics for
resource-constrained project scheduling problems. These fall
into three general classes:(1)network size,shape,and
logic, (2) timecharacteristics, and (3) resource
characteristics. However, only some of the measures are used
inthisstudydue tothedifference inproblem
characteristics.Since the problem investigated by Talbot
(1982)is the same as the one in this study,the network
measures reported in Talbot's paper are used as guidelines for
this study.
The network measures reported for the problems with time
minimization objective include:
(1)Network complexity (C)is defined as the ratio of
the number of arcs(precedence relationships)to
the number of jobs.
(2)Critical path early finish time obtained when there
is no resource restriction.
(3)Optimal project completion time obtained under a
specified resource limitation.
In addition to the above network measures,internal
complexity (C*)isintroducedtomeasuretherelative
complexity of a network, and is defined as the ratio of the
number of arcs to the maximum number of arcs. The internal101
complexity (C*)is different from the network complexity (C)
in that C* measures the relative complexity within thesame
network, while C measures the complexity across networks. In
a computer-generated network, the minimum and maximum numbers
of arcs can be determined as follows:
Let
i = tier level, and
n = maximum number of tier levels.
Then the minimum number of arcs is given by
n -1
EMAX (number of jobs at tier i, number of jobs at tier i+1) ,
=1
and the maximum number of arcs is given by
n _1
E(number of jobs at tier i) * (number of jobs at tier i+1)
i =1
Since the minimum and maximum numbers ofarcs can be
determined for a computer-generated problem, different levels
of complexity can be set for a problem based on the values
specified for internal complexity.
Eighteen test problems are generated with different
number ofjobs,network shapes,and complexity based on
network configurations and level of complexity given in Table
6.2. Details of the test problems including the sample problem
from Talbot's paper (1982) are given in Appendix 2.
Five different problem sets were originally generated for
testing the algorithms. Details of each problem set is given
in Appendix 3, and is summarized as follows:102
TABLE 6.2SUMMARY OF NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS
# of
jobs
Shape
#
Shape Level of
Complexity
Value of
C*
10 1 xxx Low .55 .70
x xxx Medium .71 .85
xxx High .86 1
10 2 xx Low .50 .67
xx Medium .68 .83
x x
xx
xx
x High .84 1
20 3 xxx Low .32 .54
xxxx Medium .55 .77
xx
x
xx
xx
xx
x
x
x
x High .78 1
20 4 xxx Low .29 .51
xxx Medium .52 .75
x
x
x
x
x
xx
xx
xx
xx
x
High .76 1
30 5 xxxx Low .24 .48 xxxxx Medium .49 .74
xxxxxx
xx
xx
x
xx
xx
xx
x
x
x
x
High .75 1
30 6 xxxx Low .22 .47
xxxx Medium .48 .73 xxxx
xx
x
x
x
xx
xx
xx
xx
x
x
x
x
x
High .74 1103
1. D1 consists of 18 computer-generated problems used
for the time minimization objective. The test is
performed on 8job labeling rules given in Table
5.1, and on 12 backtracking rules including LIFO,
MILF, MALF, MITF, MATF, MID, MAD, MIRD, MARD, MITR,
MATR, and RAN (for definitions, see Table 5.2).
2. D2 consists of 18 computer-generated problems and
the sample problem from Talbot's paper. It is used
forthetimeminimizationobjective,andalso
contains the nonrenewable resource constraint. The
test is performed on 4 selected job labeling rules
(MAAD,MAAR,MILAD,andRAN),andonthe12
backtracking rules stated in (1) and the algorithm
developed by Talbot (1982).
3. D3 consists of 18 computer-generated problems used
for the cost minimization objective. The test is
performed on 4 selected job labeling rules (MAAD,
MAAR, MILAD, and RAN), and on all 14 backtracking
rules given in Table 5.2.
4. D4consistsof 9computer-generatedproblems
selectedfrom D3andthesample problemfrom
Talbot'spaper. It isusedforthecost
minimization objective. The test is performed on 4
selected job labeling rules (MAAD, MAAR, MILAD, and
RAN), and on all 14 backtracking rules given in
Table 5.2 and the algorithm developed by Talbot104
(1982).
5. D5 consists of 18 computer-generated problems used
for the resource leveling objective. The test is
performed on 4 selected job labeling rules (MAAD,
MAAR, MILAD, and RAN), and on 6 backtracking rules
(LIFO, MIRD, MARD, MITR, MATR, and RAN).
6.2Design of Experiments
The experiment is designed such that each tested problem
isconsideredasahomogeneousblock,anddifferent
combinations of job labeling rules and backtracking rules are
tested for each problem. The results obtained from each run is
the computation time required to reach optimality.If the
optimality cannot be reached within a given time limit, the
relatedobjective valueisobservedinstead.Sincethe
statistical model includes two factors, job labeling rules and
backtracking rules,the two-factor factorial in randomized
complete block is used as the statistical model in this study.
The model can be written as (Ostle and Malone 1988, pg.392)
Yijk= st-t+ Pi + aj+ Ok ( afl)jk 8 ijk
wherei = 1, ,
(6.1)
j= 1, . ,a
k = 1, b
r = number of blocks (problems)
a = number of levels of factor A (job labeling
rules)105
b = number of levels of factor B (backtracking
rules)
A = true mean effect
pi= true effect of the ith block
= effect of factor A
0 = effect of factor B
ce0 = interaction of factor A and B
84 NID (0,u2)
ande 4=Y4 YL
The data sets used in statistical analysis are summarized
in Table 6.3. These are based on the five problem sets(D1
through D5) defined in Section 6.1.2. The following tests were
performedonthesedatasetsasexplainedbelow,and
summarized in Table 6.4:
1. TESTI uses DATA1 to test the differences among job
labeling rules. It is used as a preliminary test to
eliminatesomejoblabelingrules.Duncan's
multiple-range test is used to compare all pairs of
the job labeling rules.
2. TEST2 uses DATA2 to test the differences among the
12 backtracking rules. Duncan's multiple-range test
is used to compare all pairs of the backtracking
rules.Dunnett'sttestis used to compare all
backtracking rules with the control rule (LIFO).
3. TESTS uses DATA3 to test the difference between the
12 backtracking rules and the control treatmentTABLE 6.3SUMMARY OF DATA SETS USED IN STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data
Set
Objective
Function
# of
problems
tested
# of job
labeling
rules
# of
backtracking
rules
Comments
DATA1 time 18 8 12 same as D1
DATA2 time 37 4 12 combine Dl with D2 on the 4
selected job labeling rules
DATA3 time 19 4 12 same as D2
DATA4 cost 18 4 14 rank each data in D3 based on
its project total cost*
DATA5 cost 10 4 14 same as D4
DATA6resource
leveling
18 4 6 rank each data in D5 based on
its total resource deviation*
use the mid-rank approach to break ties107
TABLE 6.4SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL TESTS
Test# Data Set Objective
Function
What to Compare?
TEST1 DATA1 time difference among 8 job
labeling rules
TEST2 DATA2 time difference among 12
backtracking rules,
and comparison to the
control rule (LIFO)
TEST3 DATA3 time compare the 12
backtracking rules to
the control treatment
(TALBOT)
TEST4 DATA4 cost difference among the
14 backtracking rules,
and comparison to the
control rule (LIFO)
TEST5 DATA5 cost difference among the
14 backtracking rules,
comparison to the
control rule (LIFO),
and to the control
treatment (TALBOT)
TEST6 DATA6 resource
leveling
difference among the 6
backtracking rules,
and comparison to the
control rule (LIFO)108
(TALBOT). Dunnett's t test is used to compare all
backtrackingruleswiththecontroltreatment
(TALBOT).
4. TEST4 uses DATA4 to test the differences among the
14 backtracking rules based on the rank transformed
data.Duncan'smultiple-rangetestisusedto
compareallpairsofthebacktrackingrules.
Dunnett's ttest isusedtocompareall
backtracking rules with the control rule (LIFO).
5. TEST5 uses DATA5 to test the differences among the
14 backtracking rules based on the real output data
(computation time). Duncan's multiple-range test is
used tocompare allpairsofthe backtracking
rules.Dunnett'sttestis used to compare all
backtracking rules with the control rule (LIFO). In
addition, the same data set is also used to test
the difference between the 14 backtracking rules
and the control treatment (TALBOT) using Dunnett's
t test.
6. TEST6 uses DATA6 to test the differences among the
6 backtracking rules based on the rank transformed
data.Duncan's multiple-rangetestisusedto
compareallpairsofthebacktrackingrules.
Dunnett's ttest isusedtocompareall
backtracking rules with the control rule (LIFO).
All tests are performed at a significance level of .05.109
The Duncan's multiple-range test is used because itis a
powerfultest which is very effectivein detecting true
differences in means. The Dunnett's t test is primarily used
for making comparisons between each of the treatment means
with the control; thus, it is used for testing the algorithms
whencomparisonswiththecontrolisdesired.Several
Dunnett's t tests have been performed including (1) Dunnett's
two-tailed t test, testing if any treatment is significantly
different from the control,(2) Dunnett's one-tailed t test,
testing if any treatment is significantly smaller than the
control, and (3) Dunnett's one-tailed t test, testing if any
treatment is significantly larger than the control.
6.3Model Adequacy Check
The validity of the statistical model given in equation
(6.1) can be tested by using the residual plots and the normal
probability plot. The residual plots include the plot between
residuals and predicted values, the plot between residuals and
blocks, and the plots between residuals and each of the two
factors. The plots should show no relationship between the
residuals and any variable.The assumptionsofconstant
variances and normality of the errors are required for DATA1,
DATA2, DATA3, and DATA5; but they are not required for DATA4
and DATA6 because the only assumption required for the rank
transformed data is the random assignment ofsubjects to
treatment and control. Departures from the assumptions of110
homogeneity of variances and normality usually causes slight
effects on the analysis of the balanced fixed effects model
such as the one used in this study.
The plots between residuals and predicted values of all
data sets did not violate the constant variance and normality
assumptions, except that some outliers exist in DATA2, DATA3
and DATA6. The outliers represent the problems which show
extreme results on certain treatments. After the outliers have
been removed, the plots are acceptable.
Certain patterns appear in the plots for DATA1, DATA2,
DATA3, and DATA5 as shown in Figure 6.1. The upper bound line
occurs because the computation time is controlled to be less
than or equal to a predetermined time limit; and the lower
bound line occurs because the computational time is controlled
to be greater than or equal to zero. However, the patterns do
notimply violation ofthe constant variance assumption
because they are caused by the controlled condition of the
experiments.
The plots between residuals and blocks (problems) show
higher variability in some problems because some problems are
more complex than others. The plots between residuals and each
of the two factors are acceptable, particularly after some
outliers have been removed from some tests. Again, the normal
probability plots for all data sets are acceptable even though
some data sets may have outliers. Since the above results show
no signs of violating the model assumptions, the statisticalRESIDUAL
0
FIGURE 6.1RESIDUAL PLOT
upper bound
lower bound
PREDICTED VALUE
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modelgiveninequation(6.1)isvalidandconsidered
appropriate to be used in this study.
6.4Test Results and Discussion
Since the experiments were performed on the network
problems with 10, 20, and 30 jobs, the following conclusions
should be applicable to most network problems up to 30 jobs.
The focus of the experiments is to test the differences among
the backtracking rules and compare the backtracking rules with
the algorithm developed by Talbot. Only some job labeling
rules are selected and used for testing theinteraction
betweenjoblabelingrulesandbacktrackingrules.An
extensivecomparison betweenjoblabelingrulescanbe
obtained from the research by Talbot (1982).
Inthefollowing figures,the rules are orderedin112
decreasing order of the mean values from left to right; thus,
the rule on the extreme right has the lowest mean value and is
better than the rule on the extreme left which has the highest
mean value.The mean values represent either the average
computation time required to reach optimal solutions or the
average rank of objective function values. The underlines show
that the rules above the line are not statistically different
from each other, but are different from other values. Since
the interactions between job labeling rules and backtracking
rules was insignificant for all tests, so it is valid to make
conclusions for the six tests.
TESTI shows that there are some differences among the job
labeling rules:
MIEMILRANMADMILADMILSDMAARMAAD
MAAD,MAAR,MILAD,and RANjoblabelingrulesare
selected for further analysis. MAAD is selected over MAD
becausebothrulesarebasedontheaverageduration
criterion, but MAAD requires less computation time than MAD.
MAAR is selected because it requires less computation time
than other rules, and is based on the average resource demand
criterion whichisdifferent from other rules.MILADis
selected over MIL and MILSD because these rules are based on
the latest finish time criteria;but MILAD requires less
computation time than MIL, and the computation time required113
by MILAD, unlike MILSD, differs from the time requires by MAAD
and MAAR. RAN is selected because it is a standard rule which
is applicable to most scheduling problems. MIE is not selected
because it requires a significantly higher computation time
than the other job labeling rules.
TEST2 shows that the only backtracking rule thatis
different from the others is MID.
MID MALF MAD MIRD MATF MATR MITR MILF MARD MITF LIFO RAN
However,ifthe outliers are removed,the test shows no
difference among the backtracking rules:
MALF MAD MID MATR MATF MIRD MARD MILF MITF MITR LIFO RAN
Thus, it reveals no difference in the computation time
required by each backtracking rule to reach optimal solutions
in the time minimization problem.
TESTSshowsthatallbacktrackingrulesrequire
significantlylesscomputationtimethanthealgorithm
developed by TALBOT for the time minimization problem which
includesthenonrenewableresource.Furthermore, the
difference is significant both when the outliers are present
and are removed from the data set.
TEST4 shows that there are some differences among the
backtracking rules:114
MILF MATF RAN MATC MITR MIRD MARD MID MATR MAD MITC MALF MITF LIFO
It also shows that in the cost minimization problem the
objective function values obtained from MITC, MALF, and MITF
backtracking rules are not significantly different from the
value obtained from LIFO, while the other backtracking rules
yield significantly higher objective function values.
TEST5 shows that there are some differences among the
backtracking rules:
LIFO MALF MILF MATC MATF RAN MARD MITF MID MIRD MATR MAD MITR MITC
It also shows that in the cost minimization problem the
computationtimerequired by MATR,MAD,MITR,and MITC
backtracking rulesare significantlylessthanthetime
required by LIFO, while it shows no difference between the
other backtracking rules and LIFO.
Additional experiments show that all backtracking rules
require significantly less computation time than the algorithm
developed by TALBOT for the cost minimization problem.
TEST6 shows that there are some differences among the
backtracking rules:
RAN MARD MATR MIRD MITR LIFO115
It also shows that in resource leveling problem the
objective value obtained from LIFO is significantly better
than the values obtained from other backtracking rules both
when the outliers are present and when they are not. However,
MITR also shows good performance in both the solutions and the
computation time to reach the solutions.
From the experiments, it is found that the order of jobs
can cause a large variation in computation time of the same
problem. Using the same job labeling rule does not guarantee
that the order of jobs will be the same because some job
labelingrules may break tiesarbitrarily.Thus,itis
necessary to ensure that the same order of jobs is used when
the experiments are performed on different backtracking rules
or techniques. The order of modes and resources also affect
the computation time, but to a lesser extent than the order of
jobs, so the same orders must be used for all job labeling
rules and backtracking rules. Other factors that might affect
the computation time include the type of compiler and memory
model used for the computer code, and the difference among
computer machines.
Based on the experimental results of all tests,the
following backtracking rules are selected for the application
of the multiple objective algorithm to a warehouse project in
thenextsection.TheLIFOrulewillbeusedasthe
backtracking rule for the objective oftime minimization
because there are no differences among the backtracking rules.116
The MITC rule will be used as the backtracking rule for the
objective of cost minimization because it yields a very good
heuristic solution, and requires less computation time than
theotherrules.TheMITRrulewillbeusedasthe
backtracking rule for the resource leveling objective because
it gives a good heuristic solution within a shorter time.
6.5An Application of the Multiple Objective Algorithm to a
Warehouse Project
The multiple objective algorithm is implemented to a
modified version of an actual warehouse project taken from
Barrie and Paulson (1992). The project was designed by Leo
Rosenthal, A.I.A., a practicing Denver architect. The 151,600
sq.ft. warehouse project is intended to provide storage for
grocery and nonfood items, equipped with pallet racks and flow
racks. The modified network of the warehouse project is given
in Figure 6.2.The fair-cost estimate ofthe projectis
summarized in Table 6.5, and scheduling information of the
warehouse project is given in Table 6.6.
The warehouse project consists of twelve activities,
including one dummy terminal activity. Each activity can be
performed by using oneofthethree available modesof
operation, except the dummy terminal activity having only one
mode. Activity durations range from 22 to 138 time units.
Activities compete for one renewable resource type (labor) and
one nonrenewable resource type (money). Network complexityFIGURE 6.2A MODIFIED NETWORK OF A WAREHOUSE PROJECT
NOTES:(1) SS represents the start-to-start precedence relationship.
(2) Activity durations are in term of working days.118
TABLE 6.5FAIR-COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY FOR A WAREHOUSE PROJECT
Contract Package Labor
Hours
Labor
Cost
Material
Cost
MarkupTotal
Cost
1.Site Earthwork 1470 4400015300024000221000
2.Concrete Work 773023200034900069000650000
3.Special Floors 733022000027200059000551000
3.1) Start 342010300012700027000257000
3.2) Complete 391011700014500032000294000
4.Structural Steel 377011300068600096000895000
5.Precast Walls 2640 7900041800060000557000
6.Plumbing & HVAC 425012800031300053000494000
7.Fire Protection 3220 9600020100036000333000
8.Electrical 347010400025000042000396000
9.Roofing 3150 9400012400026000244000
10.Building Finish 847025500031100068000634000
Total 45500136500030770005330004975000
Average Labor Cost
Total Square Feet
$ 30.00/hour (including taxes,
insurance, and fringes)
151,600 sq.ft.119
TABLE 6.6SCHEDULINGINFORMATION FOR A WAREHOUSE PROJECT
Job Description Mode Duration
(work-days)
Labor
(men)
Total Cost
(US $)
1.Site Earthwork 1 46 4 215000
2 62 3 221000
3 92 2 232000
2.Concrete Work 1 88 11 638000
2 108 9 650000
3 138 7 670000
3.Start Special 1 22 20 252000
Floors 2 27 16 257000
3 36 12 266000
4.Structural Steel 1 43 11 877000
2 53 9 895000
3 68 7 922000
5.Precast Walls 1 37 9 544000
2 47 7 557000
3 66 5 581000
6.Plumbing & HVAC 1 89 6 486000
2 106 5 494000
3 133 4 508000
7.Fire Protection 1 81 5 326000
2 101 4 333000
3 134 3 345000
8.Electrical 1 55 8 386000
2 72 6 396000
3 109 4 418000
9.Roofing 1 31 13 239000
2 39 10 244000
3 57 7 256000
10.Complete Special 1 25 20 287000
Floors 2 31 16 294000
3 41 12 304000
11.Building Finish 1 63 17 619000
2 82 13 634000
3 118 9 664000
12.Facility Complete 1 0 0 0
(Dummy Job)120
(the ratio of the number of arcs to the number of jobs) for
the problem is 1.33. Critical path early finish time assuming
unlimited resources is 150 time units.
Several resource combinations are tested for the problem,
including both loose (Test#1)and tight(Test#2)renewable
resource limits. The test problems are described below.
Test #l: Job labeling rule = MAAD
Backtracking rule for time minimization= LIFO
Backtracking rule for cost minimization = MITC
Backtracking rule for resource leveling = MITR
Nonrenewable resource limit (Cost)= 5000000
Renewable resource limit(Labor)= 70
Maximum computation time = 30 minutes
Test#2: Job labeling rule = MAAD
Backtracking rule for time minimization= LIFO
Backtracking rule for cost minimization= MITC
Backtracking rule for resource leveling= MITR
Nonrenewable resource limit (Cost)= 5000000
Renewable resource limit (Labor)= 30
Maximum computation time = 30 minutes
Thefollowingcombinationsofprioritylevelsare
investigated for each of the test problems.
Case 1: Highest Priority Goal: Time Minimization
Second Highest Priority Goal: Cost Minimization
Lowest Priority Goal: Resource Leveling Objective
Case 2: Highest Priority Goal: Cost Minimization121
Second Highest Priority Goal: Time Minimization
Lowest Priority Goal: Resource Leveling Objective
Case 3: Highest Priority Goal: Resource Leveling Objective
Second Highest Priority Goal: Time Minimization
Lowest Priority Goal: Cost Minimization
A summary of the test results is given in Table 6.7. The
test results show that optimality is reached for both time and
cost objectives within a second for the problem with loose
resource limit(Test#1), and a good heuristic solution is
obtainedfortheresourceleveling objective within the
specifiedcomputationtime.Fortheproblem withtight
resource limit (Test#2), a good heuristic solution is obtained
for each objective within the specified computation time,
except that optimality is reached for the cost objective
within asecond when thecostobjectiveisthe highest
priority goal.
The test results also show that there are no differences
in the objective function values among different combinations
of priority levels for the problem with loose resource limit
(Test#1). For the problem with tight resource limit (Test#2),
different objective function values are obtained when priority
levels are changed.
Even though the problem has only 12 jobs and one type of
each renewable and nonrenewable resource, the problem is still
computationalintensive when thereisatightrenewable
resource limit. This is because a large value of activity122
TABLE 6.7TEST RESULTS FOR A WAREHOUSE PROJECT
Objective Values
Time Cost Level
(days)(1000$)(units)
Computation Time
Time Cost Level
(seconds)
Test#1
Case1: 150 4869 4749 <1 <1 *
Case2: 150 4869 4749 <1 <1 *
Case3: 150 4869 4749 <1 <1 *
Test#2
Case1: 259 4894 2023 * * *
Case2: 274 4869 2469 * <1 *
Case3: 247 4998 1708 * * *
Notes: 1. The (*) for the computation time in the above table
means that an optimal solution cannot be found
within the specified computation time (30 minutes).
2. The objective function values shown in the above
table are the final values obtained after all goals
are evaluated.123
duration significantly increases the computation time required
to obtain an optimal solution. However, a solution obtained
from the problem which cannot reach optimality within the
specifiedcomputationtimeisconsideredtobeagood
heuristic solution for the problem.Figure 6.3shows the
relationshipbetweentheobjectivefunctionvalueand
computation time as a function of renewable resources for the
warehouse problem.124
FIGURE 6.3RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE
AND COMPUTATION TIME AS A FUNCTION OF
RENEWABLE RESOURCES
PROJECT COMPLETION TIME
(days)
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NOTE:The above relationship is based on the time
minimization problem. Several renewable resource
limitations are tested for the problem.125
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1Usefulness and Contributions
The usefulness and contributions of this research are
listed below:
(1)A specialized algorithm for the multi-objective
resource-constrained project scheduling problem is
developed. The algorithm gives an optimal solution
to the problem using less computation time than the
mathematical (integer) programming approaches.
(2)The algorithm is designed specifically to handle
the preemptive goal programming resource-
constrained project scheduling problem for time,
cost,andresourcelevelingobjectives.The
algorithm allows users to determine the priority
for each goal, and select whether the users want to
obtain optimal solutions or heuristic solutions. It
also gives an optimal value to the goal for which
the desired level is unspecified.
(3)The algorithm is the first specialized optimization
technique which includesthe characteristicsof
splittable and nonsplittable jobs,renewable and
nonrenewableresources,variationinresource
availability, time-resource tradeoff (variation in
resourceconsumption),time-costtradeoff,and126
multiple objectives.
(4)Algorithmsforasingleobjectiveresource-
constrained project scheduling problem are also
provided for each of the three objective functions
including time minimization, cost minimization, and
resource leveling objectives.Like the multiple
objective algorithm, these algorithms allow users
to determine whether optimal solutions or heuristic
solutions are desired.
(5)Improvements have been made over Talbot's algorithm
whichresultinasignificantreductionin
computation time of the time minimization and cost
minimization algorithms.
(6)The algorithm for the resource leveling problem is
a specialized solution technique; use of similar
algorithmhasnotbeenreportedinpublished
literature.
7.2Limitations
The limitations of the algorithms are as follows:
(1)An activity-on-node diagram is used to describe the
network, rather than an activity-on-arrow diagram.
(2)No scheduled or directed times are allowed on any
intermediate job.
(3)Anonrenewableresource isassumedtobe
constrained only over the project life.127
(4)Thetime-basedboundingtechniqueisusedto
determine the lower and upper bounds of activity
completion times.
(5)Onlythefinish-to-startrelationshipwithout
lead/lag time is allowed for splittable jobs.
(6)A splittable jobs must resume in the same mode of
operation after the interruption.
(7)A schedule obtained from the algorithms is an early
start(finish)schedulewhereactivitiesare
scheduledattheirearlieststart(completion)
time.
(8)An upper bound approach is used in the single
objective algorithm to reach an optimal solution.
(9)No special algorithm is provided to handle the
multi-project problem.
(10) Thealgorithm canhandleonlytheconstraints
resulting from controllable factors such as network
logic, and time, cost and resource limitation.
7.3Possible Areas for Further Research
The following recommendations are suggested to improve
and enhance performance of the current algorithms.
(1)Aspecialcodeshouldbeprovidedforthe
algorithmstotranslateinputinformationfrom
activity-on-arrow network diagram to activity-on-
node network diagram.128
(2)The algorithms may be extended to include scheduled
timesonintermediate jobs, andallowa
nonrenewable resource to be constrained not only
over the project life, but also at some intervals
such as on monthly or quarterly basis.
(3)To determine the lower and upper bounds of activity
completiontime,othertechniquesuchasthe
resource-based bounding technique(Patterson and
Huber, 1974) may be tested.
(4)The algorithms may be extended to handle other
types of precedence relationship with lead/lag time
for spliitable jobs.
(5)A special algorithm should be developed to handle
the case of splittable job where a job can be
preempted a number of times, and can resume its
operation by usinga different mode afterthe
interruption.Amathematicalformulationwas
provided by Pritsker, Watters and Wolfe(1969);
however, effective algorithms to solve such problem
are not available.
(6)The algorithms can be modified to obtain a late
start(finish)schedulewhereactivitiesare
scheduled at their latest start (completion) time.
This will allow usersto have a more flexible
schedule.However,itisnotnecessary thata
schedule between the early start (finish) schedule129
and the late start(finish)schedule is feasible
becausetheschedulehasnotbeentestedfor
resource feasibility.
(7)The proposed single objective algorithm can be
easilymodified,likeTalbot'salgorithm,to
accommodate the horizon-varying process developed
by Patterson and Huber (1974) which consists of the
lowerbound,upperbound,andbinarysearch
approaches.
(8)A special algorithm should be provided for the
multi-project problem.
(9)The algorithms should be extended to handle both
controllablefactorsand uncontrollablefactors
such as weather conditions, resource delays, and
changed conditions. An algorithm proposed by Chang
et al.(1990) using the concept of a fuzzy expert
system could be modified and used as a guideline
for more complex algorithms.
(10) Techniquessimilar tothe network cutconcept,
introduced by Talbot(1978),could be usedto
increase computational efficiency of the
algorithms.130
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APPENDIX 1
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
The probability distribution of job durations used by
Davis (1968) and Johnson (1967) is given below.
Duration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Probability .156 .231 .186 .122 .097 .079 .060 .041 .028
Based on the above probability distribution, the probability
distributions of modes of operation and of job durations can
be obtained as follows:
1. Probability Distribution of Modes of Operation.
Let mode 1 represent the job durations of 1,2 and 3
timeunits, mode 2 represent the job durations of 4, 5 and 6
time units, and mode 3 represent the job durations of 7,8 and
9 time units. Thus, if a job has only one mode of operation;
the probability that mode 1 will be selected is equal to the
sum of probability of job durations of 1,2 and 3 time units
(.573), the probability that mode 2 will be selected is equal
to the sum of probability of job durations of 4, 5 and 6 time
units (.298), and the probability that mode 3 will be selected
is equal to the sum of probability of job durations of 7,8
and 9 time units (.129). If a job has two modes of operation,
the probability of selecting any combination of two modes is
equal to the sum of probability of each mode divided by 2.
Thisis because the combinations are independent of each
other. If a job has three modes of operation, all modes must136
be selected because the maximum number of modes allowed in
this study is three.
2. Probability Distribution of Job Durations.
Since mode 1 consists of job durations of 1,2 and 3
time units; thus, the probability that job duration is equal
to 1 within mode 1 is equal to the probability of job duration
of 1 divided by the probability of mode 1. Probability of the
others can be obtained by using the same technique which is
shown below.
MODEPROBABILITYDURATIONPROB.(DURATION/MODE)
1 .573 1 .156/.573= .272
2 .231/.573- .403
3 .186/.573= .325
2 .298 4 .122/.298= .409
5 .097/.298= .326
6 .079/.298= .265
3 .129 7 .060/.129= .465
8 .041/.129= .318
9 .028/.129= .217
Theprobabilitydistributionofrenewableresources
consumption used in this study is the same as the one used by
Davis (1968) and Johnson (1967).137
APPENDIX 2
TEST PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 1:10 JOBS,SHAPE#1m, LOW COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE
TYPE1 TYPE2
RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 2 3 3
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1
2 2 6 0 1 0 2 1 1
2 3 8 0 0 1 2 1 1
3 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 2
3 2 4 0 1 0 1 5 2
3 3 7 0 0 1 1 5 2
4 1 2 1 0 0 2 5 3
4 2 4 0 1 0 2 5 3
4 3 7 0 0 1 2 5 3
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 2 4 0 1 0 1 3 3
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 6
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 2 5 0 1 0 4 3 4
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 2
8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 8 0 0 1 5 6 1
10 1 2 1 0 0 6 1 3
10 2 4 0 1 0 6 1 3
10 3 7 0 0 1 6 1 3
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3
JOB2precedes:JOB5JOB6
JOB 3precedes:JOB4JOB5
JOB4precedes:JOB7JOB9
JOB5precedes:JOB8
JOB 6precedes:JOB7138
JOB7precedes:JOB10
JOB 8precedes:JOB10
JOB9precedes:JOB10
JOB10precedes:
NOTE:(1) refer to the shape number given in Table 6.2139
PROBLEM 2:10 JOBS,SHAPE#1,MEDIUM COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPES TYPE6
1 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 3
1 2 5 0 1 0 1 3 3
1 3 9 0 0 1 1 3 3
2 1 3 1 0 0 2 4 5
2 2 6 0 1 0 2 4 5
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 5 0 1 0 2 5 2
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 1
4 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 1
4 3 9 0 0 1 3 1 1
5 1 2 1 0 0 3 5 2
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 3 1 0 0 5 5 3
6 2 4 0 1 0 5 5 3
6 3 8 0 0 1 5 5 3
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 2 5 0 1 0 5 1 5
7 3 8 0 0 1 5 1 5
8 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 2
8 2 6 0 1 0 1 1 2
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 2 1 0 0 3 6 3
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 1 1 1 0 0 3 2 2
10 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 2
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3
JOB2precedes:JOB5JOB6
JOB 3precedes:JOB4
JOB4precedes:JOB7JOB8
JOB5precedes:JOB7JOB8JOB9
JOB 6precedes:JOB7JOB8JOB9
JOB7precedes:JOB10
JOB 8precedes:JOB10
JOB 9precedes:JOB10
JOB10precedes:140
PROBLEM 3:10 JOBS,SHAPE#1,HIGH COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE
TYPE1 TYPE2
RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 8 0 0 1 1 4 3
2 1 2 1 0 0 2 4 4
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 4
3 2 5 0 1 0 2 2 4
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 2 1 0 0 2 3 1
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 8 0 0 1 2 3 1
5 1 3 1 0 0 5 1 3
5 2 4 0 1 0 5 1 3
5 3 7 0 0 1 5 1 3
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 7 0 0 1 2 2 3
7 1 3 1 0 0 3 3
7 2 5 0 1 0 3 3 3
7 3 7 0 0 1 3 3 3
8 1 2 1 0 0 6 4 2
8 2 4 0 1 0 6 4 2
8 3 9 0 0 1 6 4 2
9 1 3 1 0 0 1 3 2
9 2 6 0 1 0 1 3 2
9 3 9 0 0 1 1 3 2
10 1 3 1 0 0 4 4 2
10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3
JOB2precedes:JOB4JOB5JOB6
JOB3precedes:JOB4JOB5JOB6
JOB4precedes:JOB7JOB8JOB9
JOB5precedes:JOB7JOB9
JOB6precedes:JOB7JOB9
JOB7precedes:JOB10
JOB 8precedes:JOB10
JOB9precedes:JOB10
JOB10precedes:141
PROBLEM 4:10 JOBS,SHAPE#2,LOW COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE
TYPE1 TYPE2
RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 4
1 2 5 0 1 0 2 1 4
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 0 0 1 6 3
2 2 4 0 1 0 1 6 3
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 3 1 0 0 5 2 1
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 2 1 0 0 3 4 1
4 2 4 0 1 0 3 4 1
4 3 9 0 0 1 3 4 1
5 1 3 1 0 0 2 3 3
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 3 1 0 0 1 2 4
6 2 4 0 1 0 1 2 4
6 3 7 0 0 1 1 2 4
7 1 3 1 0 0 6 2 2
7 2 4 0 1 0 6 2 2
7 3 7 0 0 1 6 2 2
8 1 2 1 0 0 5 5 4
8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 9 0 0 1 5 5 4
9 1 1 1 0 0 5 2 3
9 2 4 0 1 0 5 2 3
9 3 7 0 0 1 5 2 3
10 1 2 1 0 0 5 2 2
10 2 5 0 1 0 5 2 2
10 3 7 0 0 1 5 2 2
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1 precedes:JOB
JOB2 precedes:JOB
JOB3 precedes:JOB
JOB4 precedes:JOB
JOB5 precedes:JOB
JOB6 precedes:JOB
JOB7 precedes:JOB
JOB8 precedes:JOB
JOB9 precedes:JOB
JOB 10 precedes:
2
8
6
6
9
10
10
10
10
JOB
JOB
3
7
JOB4JOB5142
PROBLEM 5:10 JOBS,SHAPE#2,MEDIUM COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 5 0 1 0 2 3 3
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 4
2 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 4
2 3 9 0 0 1 2 2 4
3 1 2 1 0 0 1 6 4
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 3 1 0 0 4 3 1
4 2 4 0 1 0 4 3 1
4 3 8 0 0 1 4 3 1
5 1 2 1 0 0 5 3 5
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 8 0 0 1 5 3 5
6 1 3 1 0 0 1 2 1
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 8 0 0 1 1 2 1
7 1 3 1 0 0 3 2 1
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 7 0 0 1 3 2 1
8 1 3 1 0 0 2 2 3
8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 7 0 0 1 2 2 3
9 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 5
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 8 0 0 1 1 3 5
10 1 2 1 0 0 3 6 5
10 2 5 0 1 0 3 6 5
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5
JOB2precedes:JOB6JOB7JOB8JOB9
JOB 3precedes:JOB6JOB7JOB9
JOB4precedes:JOB8
JOB 5precedes:JOB8
JOB 6precedes:JOB10
JOB7precedes:JOB10
JOB 8precedes:JOB10
JOB9precedes:JOB10
JOB10precedes:143
PROBLEM 6:10 JOBS,SHAPE#2,HIGH COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 2
1 2 6 0 1 0 3 1 2
1 3 8 0 0 1 3 1 2
2 1 3 1 0 0 2 3 5
2 2 6 0 1 0 2 3 5
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 7 0 0 1 2 1 1
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 5 0 1 0 1 6 4
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 2 1 0 0 3 4 4
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 9 0 0 1 3 4 4
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2 5 0 1 0 6 1 2
6 3 8 0 0 1 6 1 2
7 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 2 6 0 1 0 3 2 1
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 4
8 2 5 0 1 0 2 1 4
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 3 1 0 0 3 3 4
9 2 4 0 1 0 3 3 4
9 3 9 0 0 1 3 3 4
10 1 2 1 0 0 3 3 2
10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5
JOB2precedes:JOB7JOB9
JOB 3precedes:JOB7JOB8JOB9
JOB4precedes:JOB6JOB7JOB8JOB9
JOB5precedes:JOB6JOB7JOB8JOB9
JOB 6precedes:JOB10
JOB7precedes:JOB10
JOB 8precedes:JOB10
JOB9precedes:JOB10
JOB10precedes:144
PROBLEM 7:20 JOBS,SHAPE#1,LOW COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 7 0 0 1 1 4 3
2 1 3 1 0 0 4 3 1
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 7 0 0 1 4 3 1
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 7 0 0 1 2 3 2
4 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 1
4 2 5 0 1 0 3 1 1
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 2 6 0 1 0 3 2 3
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 2 1 0 0 5 1 1
6 2 5 0 1 0 5 1 1
6 3 7 0 0 1 5 1 1
7 1 3 1 0 0 1 2 4
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 8 0 0 1 1 2 4
8 1 3 1 0 0 6 1 2
8 2 5 0 1 0 6 1 2
8 3 7 0 0 1 6 1 2
9 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 1
9 2 4 0 1 0 1 3 1
9 3 7 0 0 1 1 3 1
10 1 1 1 0 0 3 4 3
10 2 5 0 1 0 3 4 3
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 3 1 0 0 4 6 5
11 2 4 0 1 0 4 6 5
11 3 8 0 0 1 4 6 5
12 1 1 1 0 0 5 3 5
12 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 4
13 2 5 0 1 0 2 2 4
13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1 2 1 0 0 4 1 4
14 2 5 0 1 0 4 1 4
14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 2 4 0 1 0 2 5 3
15 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0145
PROBLEM 7(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 2 6 0 1 0 4 1 3
16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 2 1 0 0 4 4 2
17 2 5 0 1 0 4 4 2
17 3 7 0 0 1 4 4 2
18 1 3 1 0 0 2 2 5
18 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 3 1 0 0 5 4 2
19 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 9 0 0 1 5 4 2
20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 8 0 0 1 2 5 4
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1 precedes:JOB
JOB2 precedes:JOB
JOB3 precedes:JOB
JOB4 precedes:JOB
JOB5 precedes:JOB
JOB6 precedes:JOB
JOB7 precedes:JOB
JOB8 precedes:JOB
JOB9 precedes:JOB
JOB 10 precedes:JOB
JOB 11 precedes:JOB
JOB 12 precedes:JOB
JOB 13 precedes:JOB
JOB 14 precedes:JOB
JOB 15 precedes:JOB
JOB 16 precedes:JOB
JOB 17 precedes:JOB
JOB 18 precedes:JOB
JOB 19 precedes:JOB
JOB 20 precedes:
2
7
5
7
10
10
10
11
12
18
15
17
16
18
20
20
20
20
20
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
3
8
6
9
11
11
18
19
19
JOB
JOB
JOB
4
7
13JOB14146
PROBLEM 8:20 JOBS,SHAPE#1,MEDIUM COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 5 1 2
1 2 5 0 1 0 5 1 2
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 3
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 5
3 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 5
3 3 8 0 0 1 3 2 5
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 6 0 1 0 2 4 4
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 3
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2 6 0 1 0 4 3 3
6 3 7 0 0 1 4 3 3
7 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 1
7 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 1
7 3 9 0 0 1 3 1 1
8 1 2 1 0 0 3 3 1
8 2 5 0 1 0 3 3 1
8 3 7 0 0 1 3 3 1
9 1 2 1 0 0 3 1 1
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 1 3 1 0 0 1 3 3
10 2 4 0 1 0 1 3 3
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 5
11 2 5 0 1 0 2 1 5
11 3 9 0 0 1 2 1 5
12 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 1
12 2 6 0 1 0 1 5 1
12 3 7 0 0 1 1 5 1
13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 7 0 0 1 5 2 3
14 1 2 1 0 0 4 2 5
14 2 5 0 1 0 4 2 5
14 3 9 0 0 1 4 2 5
15 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 3
15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 9 0 0 1 2 1 3147
PROBLEM 8(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 3 1 0 0 3 2 2
16 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 2
16 3 9 0 0 1 3 2 2
17 1 2 1 0 0 4 1 2
17 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 1
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 1 1 0 0 2 5 1
19 2 5 0 1 0 2 5 1
19 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 2 5 0 1 0 5 3 4
20 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1 precedes:JOB
JOB2 precedes:JOB
JOB3 precedes:JOB
JOB4 precedes:JOB
JOB5 precedes:JOB
JOB6 precedes:JOB
JOB7 precedes:JOB
JOB8 precedes:JOB
JOB9 precedes:JOB
JOB 10 precedes:JOB
JOB 11 precedes:JOB
JOB 12 precedes:JOB
JOB 13 precedes:JOB
JOB 14 precedes:JOB
JOB 15 precedes:JOB
JOB 16 precedes:JOB
JOB 17 precedes:JOB
JOB 18 precedes:JOB
JOB 19 precedes:JOB
JOB 20 precedes:
2
5
9
7
10
10
11
12
13
19
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
3
6
12
11
13
13
16
17
17
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
4
7
13
13
14
14
17
18
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
8
14
14
19
JOB9148
PROBLEM 9:20 JOBS,SHAPE#2,HIGH COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 5 0 1 0 1 1 1
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 3
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 0 3 4 1
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 3 1 0 0 3 5 3
4 2 4 0 1 0 3 5 3
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 2 4 0 1 0 1 1 2
5 3 8 0 0 1 1 1 2
6 1 2 1 0 0 4 1 3
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 7 0 0 1 4 1 3
7 1 3 1 0 0 5 2 4
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 2 4 0 1 0 3 3 6
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2 5 0 1 0 2 6 5
9 3 8 0 0 1 2 6 5
10 1 1 1 0 0 2 4 3
10 2 5 0 1 0 2 4 3
10 3 9 0 0 1 2 4 3
11 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 2 6 0 1 0 3 2 1
11 3 8 0 0 1 3 2 1
12 1 2 1 0 0 2 1 1
12 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 9 0 0 1 2 1 1
13 1 2 1 0 0 2 3 1
13 2 6 0 1 0 2 3 1
13 3 9 0 0 1 2 3 1
14 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 6
14 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 1 3 1 0 0 2 4 4
15 2 6 0 1 0 2 4 4
15 3 7 0 0 1 2 4 4149
PROBLEM 9(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 1 1 0 0 5 2 1
16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 1 1 0 0 5 4 3
17 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 8 0 0 1 5 4 3
18 1 1 1 0 0 3 2 4
18 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 4
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 1 1 0 0 4 3 2
19 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 8 0 0 1 4 3 2
20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 2 5 0 1 0 4 4 2
20 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4
JOB2precedes:JOB6JOB8JOB9
JOB 3precedes:JOB5JOB6JOB7JOB8
JOB4precedes:JOB5JOB6JOB7JOB9
JOB5precedes:JOB11JOB12JOB14
JOB 6precedes:JOB10JOB11JOB12JOB13JOB14
JOB7precedes:JOB10JOB11JOB12JOB13
JOB 8precedes:JOB10JOB11JOB12JOB13JOB14
JOB 9precedes:JOB10JOB12JOB13JOB14
JOB10precedes:JOB17JOB18JOB19
JOB11precedes:JOB15JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB19
JOB12precedes:JOB15JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB19
JOB13precedes:JOB15JOB17JOB18JOB19
JOB14precedes:JOB18JOB19
JOB15precedes:JOB20
JOB16precedes:JOB20
JOB17precedes:JOB20
JOB18precedes:JOB20
JOB19precedes:JOB20
JOB20precedes:150
PROBLEM 10:20 JOBS,SHAPE#2,LOW COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 1 1 0 0 2 3 3
1 2 4 0 1 0 2 3 3
1 3 7 0 0 1 2 3 3
2 1 2 1 0 0 6 4 2
2 2 4 0 1 0 6 4 2
2 3 8 0 0 1 6 4 2
3 1 1 1 0 0 5 5 2
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 3 1 0 0 1 2 5
4 2 5 0 1 0 1 2 5
4 3 9 0 0 1 1 2 5
5 1 3 1 0 0 1 4 5
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 2 1 0 0 4 2 3
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 9 0 0 1 4 2 3
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 9 0 0 1 5 2 4
8 1 2 1 0 0 4 3 4
8 2 5 0 1 0 4 3 4
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2 5 0 1 0 6 1 1
9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 1 2 1 0 0 5 2 2
10 2 5 0 1 0 5 2 2
10 3 9 0 0 1 5 2 2
11 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 2 4 0 1 0 1 5 2
11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 2 1 0 0 3 1 4
12 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 4
12 3 9 0 0 1 3 1 4
13 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 1
13 2 5 0 1 0 2 2 1
13 3 7 0 0 1 2 2 1
14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 2 4 0 1 0 1 4 2
14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 2 5 0 1 0 4 4 1
15 3 7 0 0 1 4 4 1151
PROBLEM 10(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 TYPES TYPE6
16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 2 4 0 1 0 3 5 5
16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 4
17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 3
18 2 6 0 1 0 1 2 3
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 3 1 0 0 5 2 5
19 2 5 0 1 0 5 2 5
19 3 7 0 0 1 5 2 5
20 1 3 1 0 0 5 2 4
20 2 6 0 1 0 5 2 4
20 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE
JOB1
JOB2
JOB 3
JOB4
JOB 5
JOB6
JOB7
JOB 8
JOB9
JOB 10
JOB 11
JOB 12
JOB 13
JOB 14
JOB 15
JOB 16
JOB 17
JOB 18
JOB 19
JOB 20
RELATIONSHIPS
precedes:JOB
JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:
2
7
8
11
10
9
11
8
14
14
15
14
16
15
20
20
20
20
20
20
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
3
11
13
12
15
18
17
19
JOB4JOB5JOB6152
PROBLEM 11:20 JOBS,SHAPE#2,MEDIUM COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 5
1 2 6 0 1 0 3 1 5
1 3 7 0 0 1 3 1 5
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 4
2 3 7 0 0 1 3 1 4
3 1 1 1 0 0 3 3 2
3 2 6 0 1 0 3 3 2
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 5
4 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 5
4 3 7 0 0 1 2 2 5
5 1 2 1 0 0 4 2 1
5 2 4 0 1 0 4 2 1
5 3 9 0 0 1 4 2 1
6 1 1 1 0 0 5 3 1
6 2 4 0 1 0 5 3 1
6 3 8 0 0 1 5 3 1
7 1 2 1 0 0 6
7 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 6
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 2 4 0 1 0 3 6 2
8 3 9 0 0 1 3 6 2
9 1 3 1 0 0 1 1 4
9 2 6 0 1 0 1 1 4
9 3 7 0 0 1 1 1 4
10 1 1 1 0 0 2 3 3
10 2 5 0 1 0 2 3 3
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 2 1 0 0 2 5 5
11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 2 1 0 0 4 4 5
12 2 4 0 1 0 4 4 5
12 3 7 0 0 1 4 4 5
13 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 5
13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 7 0 0 1 3 2 5
14 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 1
14 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 1
14 3 9 0 0 1 2 2 1
15 1 2 1 0 0 3 1 3
15 2 6 0 1 0 3 1 3
15 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0153
PROBLEM 11 continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPES TYPE6
16 1 3 1 0 0 2 6 4
16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 1
17 2 6 0 1 0 3 2 1
17 3 7 0 0 1 3 2 1
18 1 2 1 0 0 4 6 6
18 2 4 0 1 0 4 6 6
18 3 7 0 0 1 4 6 6
19 1 1 1 0 0 3 2 2
19 2 6 0 1 0 3 2 2
19 3 8 0 0 1 3 2 2
20 1 2 1 0 0 5 2 1
20 2 6 0 1 0 5 2 1
20 3 7 0 0 1 5 2 1
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5JOB6
JOB7
JOB2precedes:JOB10JOB12
JOB 3precedes:JOB9JOB11JOB12
JOB4precedes:JOB8JOB10JOB12JOB13
JOB 5precedes:JOB11
JOB6precedes:JOB10
JOB7precedes:JOB8JOB9JOB10JOB12JOB13
JOB 8precedes:JOB16JOB18JOB19
JOB 9precedes:JOB15JOB16
JOB10precedes:JOB14JOB15JOB17JOB19
JOB11precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB18
JOB12precedes:JOB14JOB17JOB19
JOB13precedes:JOB15JOB17
JOB14precedes:JOB20
JOB15precedes:JOB20
JOB16precedes:JOB20
JOB17precedes:JOB20
JOB18precedes:JOB20
JOB19precedes:JOB20
JOB20precedes:154
PROBLEM 12:20 JOBS,SHAPE#2,HIGH COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPES TYPE6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 4 0 1 0 2 5 3
1 3 7 0 0 1 2 5 3
2 1 2 1 0 0 3 5 2
2 2 5 0 1 0 3 5 2
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 3 1 0 0 1 2 2
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 1
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 7 0 0 1 3 1 1
5 1 3 1 0 0 3 3 5
5 2 5 0 1 0 3 3 5
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 3 1 0 0 5 6 3
6 2 4 0 1 0 5 6 3
6 3 8 0 0 1 5 6 3
7 1 2 1 0 0 1 4 3
7 2 6 0 1 0 1 4 3
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 3 1 0 0 4 3 6
8 2 5 0 1 0 4 3 6
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 2 1 0 0 6 3 3
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 9 0 0 1 6 3 3
10 1 2 1 0 0 1 4 6
10 2 5 0 1 0 1 4 6
10 3 8 0 0 1 1 4 6
11 1 2 1 0 0 4 1 3
11 2 6 0 1 0 4 1 3
11 3 7 0 0 1 4 1 3
12 1 3 1 0 0 2 4 2
12 2 4 0 1 0 2 4 2
12 3 8 0 0 1 2 4 2
13 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 3
13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1 2 1 0 0 1 4 2
14 2 5 0 1 0 1 4 2
14 3 7 0 0 1 1 4 2
15 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 2
15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0155
PROBLEM 12(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 3 1 0 0 5 5 2
16 2 4 0 1 0 5 5 2
16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 2 5 0 1 0 3 4 2
17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 2 6 0 1 0 1 4 2
18 3 8 0 0 1 1 4 2
19 1 1 1 0 0 5 3 2
19 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1 2 1 0 0 2 3 3
20 2 5 0 1 0 2 3 3
20 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCERELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5JOB6
JOB7
JOB2precedes:JOB8JOB10JOB11
JOB 3precedes:JOB8JOB9JOB12JOB13
JOB4precedes:JOB8JOB9JOB10JOB11JOB12
JOB5precedes:JOB8JOB9JOB11JOB12JOB13
JOB 6precedes:JOB8JOB9JOB10JOB12JOB13
JOB7precedes:JOB10JOB12JOB13
JOB 8precedes:JOB15JOB17JOB18JOB19
JOB 9precedes:JOB15JOB17JOB18
JOB10precedes:JOB15JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB19
JOB11precedes:JOB14JOB15JOB16JOB18JOB19
JOB12precedes:JOB14JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB19
JOB13precedes:JOB14JOB15JOB16JOB17JOB18
JOB19
JOB14precedes:JOB20
JOB15precedes:JOB20
JOB16precedes:JOB20
JOB17precedes:JOB20
JOB18precedes:JOB20
JOB19precedes:JOB20
JOB20precedes:156
PROBLEM 13:30 JOBS,SHAPE#1,LOW COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 3 2 2
1 2 5 0 1 0 3 2 2
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 1 0 0 3 1 1
2 2 6 0 1 0 3 1 1
2 3 9 0 0 1 3 1 1
3 1 3 1 0 0 2 3 1
3 2 5 0 1 0 2 3 1
3 3 7 0 0 1 2 3 1
4 1 2 1 0 0 4 1 2
4 2 4 0 1 0 4 1 2
4 3 8 0 0 1 4 1 2
5 1 3 1 0 0 2 2 6
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 2 1 0 0 2 6 4
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 8 0 0 1 2 6 4
7 1 1 1 0 0 3 3
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 2 1 0 0 2 1 3
8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 1 1 0 0 3 2 1
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 7 0 0 1 3 2 1
10 1 2 1 0 0 3 5 4
10 2 6 0 1 0 3 5 4
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 3 1 0 0 4 6 1
11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 8 0 0 1 2 3 4
13 1 3 1 0 0 2 3 3
13 2 4 0 1 0 2 3 3
13 3 9 0 0 1 2 3 3
14 1 1 1 0 0 2 3 2
14 2 6 0 1 0 2 3 2
14 3 9 0 0 1 2 3 2
15 1 2 1 0 0 1 6 1
15 2 4 0 1 0 1 6 1
15 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0157
PROBLEM 13(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 7 0 0 1 2 1 1
17 1 1 1 0 0 3 2 2
17 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 2
17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 4
18 2 4 0 1 0 4 1 4
18 3 7 0 0 1 4 1 4
19 1 2 1 0 0 5 1 3
19 2 4 0 1 0 5 1 3
19 3 7 0 0 1 5 1 3
20 1 1 1 0 0 4 3 4
20 2 4 0 1 0 4 3 4
20 3 8 0 0 1 4 3 4
21 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 2 5 0 1 0 1 1 2
21 3 7 0 0 1 1 1 2
22 1 3 1 0 0 2 4 1
22 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 7 0 0 1 2 4 1
23 1 1 1 0 0 3 3 4
23 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 3 1 0 0 2 4 4
24 2 6 0 1 0 2 4 4
24 3 8 0 0 1 2 4 4
25 1 3 1 0 0 1 1 1
25 2 4 0 1 0 1 1 1
25 3 7 0 0 1 1 1 1
26 1 3 1 0 0 5 1 3
26 2 5 0 1 0 5 1 3
26 3 9 0 0 1 5 1 3
27 1 1 1 0 0 4 4 4
27 2 4 0 1 0 4 4 4
27 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 3 1 0 0 4 3 3
28 2 6 0 1 0 4 3 3
28 3 9 0 0 1 4 3 3
29 1 3 1 0 0 1 4 1
29 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 7 0 0 1 1 4 1
30 1 2 1 0 0 2 1 3
30 2 6 0 1 0 2 1 3
30 3 8 0 0 1 2 1 3158
PRECEDENCE
JOB 1
JOB 2
JOB 3
JOB 4
JOB 5
JOB 6
JOB 7
JOB 8
JOB 9
JOB 10
JOB 11
JOB 12
JOB 13
JOB 14
JOB 15
JOB 16
JOB 17
JOB 18
JOB 19
JOB 20
JOB 21
JOB 22
JOB 23
JOB 24
JOB 25
JOB 26
JOB 27
JOB 28
JOB 29
JOB 30
RELATIONSHIPS
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:
2
8
6
6
6
13
17
14
12
13
16
21
20
20
18
19
21
25
25
25
24
24
27
30
30
30
30
30
30
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
3
10
7
7
17
15
14
21
19
20
22
27
26
25
28
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
4
9
20
29
27
26
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
5
11
22
27
JOB23159
PROBLEM 14:30 JOBS,SHAPE#1,MEDIUM COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 2
1 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 2
1 3 7 0 0 1 3 1 2
2 1 3 1 0 0 4 1 2
2 2 5 0 1 0 4 1 2
2 3 9 0 0 1 4 1 2
3 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 5
3 2 5 0 1 0 1 2 5
3 3 9 0 0 1 1 2 5
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 5 0 1 0 3 5 1
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 3
5 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 3
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 3
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 2 5 0 1 0 2 4 4
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 4
8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 8 0 0 1 1 2 4
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 9 0 0 1 1 3 5
10 1 2 1 0 0 4 2 2
10 2 5 0 1 0 4 2 2
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 0 0 4 5 5
11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 7 0 0 1 4 5 5
12 1 3 1 0 0 1 1 1
12 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 1 2 1 0 0 2 1 6
13 2 5 0 1 0 2 1 6
13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1 3 1 0 0 4 2 5
14 2 4 0 1 0 4 2 5
14 3 7 0 0 1 4 2 5
15 1 3 1 0 0 1 3 3
15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 8 0 0 1 1 3 3160
PROBLEM 14(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 2 5 0 1 0 4 4 4
16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 2 5 0 1 0 1 1 2
17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 3 1 0 0 3 2 1
18 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 8 0 0 1 3 2 1
19 1 2 1 0 0 5 2 1
19 2 4 0 1 0 5 2 1
19 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1 3 1 0 0 2 6 2
20 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 9 0 0 1 2 6 2
21 1 1 1 0 0 6 1 2
21 2 5 0 1 0 6 1 2
21 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 3
22 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 8 0 0 1 2 1 3
23 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 1
23 2 5 0 1 0 3 1 1
23 3 7 0 0 1 3 1 1
24 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 2 6 0 1 0 1 6 2
24 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 1 3 1 0 0 4 1 1
25 2 4 0 1 0 4 1 1
25 3 8 0 0 1 4 1 1
26 1 1 1 0 0 4 4 4
26 2 6 0 1 0 4 4 4
26 3 7 0 0 1 4 4 4
27 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 4
27 2 6 0 1 0 4 1 4
27 3 7 0 0 1 4 1 4
28 1 3 1 0 0 1 1 1
28 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 7 0 0 1 1 1 1
29 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 3
29 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 2 6 0 1 0 5 1 2
30 3 9 0 0 1 5 1 2161
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5
JOB2precedes:JOB7JOB8JOB9JOB11
JOB3precedes:JOB6JOB8JOB9JOB11
JOB4precedes:JOB6JOB8JOB10
JOB5precedes:JOB6JOB7JOB8JOB9JOB11
JOB6precedes:JOB12JOB16JOB17
JOB7precedes:JOB13JOB14JOB15JOB16JOB17
JOB8precedes:JOB12JOB13JOB14JOB16JOB17
JOB9precedes:JOB16JOB17
JOB10precedes:JOB13JOB17
JOB11precedes:JOB12JOB13JOB14JOB17
JOB12precedes:JOB18JOB20JOB22
JOB13precedes:JOB20JOB21JOB22JOB23
JOB14precedes:JOB18JOB19JOB21
JOB15precedes:JOB19JOB20JOB21JOB22JOB23
JOB16precedes:JOB20JOB23
JOB17precedes:JOB18JOB20JOB22
JOB18precedes:JOB25JOB27
JOB19precedes:JOB26JOB28
JOB20precedes:JOB25JOB27
JOB21precedes:JOB24JOB26JOB27JOB28
JOB22precedes:JOB24JOB25JOB26JOB27JOB28
JOB29
JOB23precedes:JOB27JOB28
JOB24precedes:JOB30
JOB25precedes:JOB30
JOB26precedes:JOB30
JOB27precedes:JOB30
JOB28precedes:JOB30
JOB29precedes:JOB30
JOB30precedes:162
PROBLEM 15:30 JOBS,SHAPE#1,HIGH COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 2 1 0 0 1 4 4
1 2 5 0 1 0 1 4 4
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 3 1 0 0 3 2 3
2 2 6 0 1 0 3 2 3
2 3 7 0 0 1 3 2 3
3 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 1
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 3 1 0 0 4 1 3
4 2 5 0 1 0 4 1 3
4 3 9 0 0 1 4 1 3
5 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 2
5 2 6 0 1 0 3 1 2
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 1 1 0 0 3 2 3
6 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 3
6 3 8 0 0 1 3 2 3
7 1 1 1 0 0 4 3 1
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 3
8 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 3
8 3 7 0 0 1 3 1 3
9 1 3 1 0 0 2 4 4
9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 7 0 0 1 2 4 4
10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 2 4 0 1 0 4 1 3
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 1
11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 7 0 0 1 3 2 1
12 1 1 1 0 0 3 2 2
12 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 2
12 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 1 1 1 0 0 3 3 2
13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 3
14 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 9 0 0 1 3 2 3
15 1 2 1 0 0 1 4 4
15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 8 0 0 1 1 4 4163
PROBLEM 15(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 3 1 0 0 2 4 1
16 2 5 0 1 0 2 4 1
16 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 2 1 0 0 3 3 1
17 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 7 0 0 1 3 3 1
18 1 2 1 0 0 6 2 1
18 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 7 0 0 1 1 2 2
20 1 1 1 0 0 3 3 2
20 2 6 0 1 0 3 3 2
20 3 7 0 0 1 3 3 2
21 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 3
21 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 3
21 3 8 0 0 1 2 2 3
22 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 2 4 0 1 0 3 6 2
22 3 9 0 0 1 3 6 2
23 1 1 1 0 0 5 2 3
23 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 3 1 0 0 2 6 5
24 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 4
25 2 4 0 1 0 1 1 4
25 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 1 1 1 0 0 4 4 3
26 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 4
27 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 1 1 0 0 2 3 3
28 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 2 4 0 1 0 3 3 1
29 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 2 4 0 1 0 3 1 1
30 3 8 0 0 1 3 1 1164
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5
JOB2precedes:JOB6JOB9JOB10JOB11
JOB3precedes:JOB7JOB8JOB9JOB10
JOB4precedes:JOB9JOB11
JOB5precedes:JOB6JOB8JOB9JOB10
JOB6precedes:JOB12JOB13JOB14JOB16JOB17
JOB7precedes:JOB12JOB15JOB16JOB17
JOB8precedes:JOB12JOB13JOB14JOB15JOB16
JOB17
JOB9precedes:JOB12JOB13JOB14JOB15JOB17
JOB10precedes:JOB12JOB13JOB17
JOB11precedes:JOB12JOB13JOB15JOB16JOB17
JOB12precedes:JOB18JOB19JOB20JOB21JOB22
JOB23
JOB13precedes:JOB18JOB19JOB20JOB22JOB23
JOB14precedes:JOB18JOB19JOB21JOB22
JOB15precedes:JOB18JOB19JOB20JOB21JOB22
JOB23
JOB16precedes:JOB18JOB19JOB20JOB21JOB22
JOB17precedes:JOB19JOB20JOB21JOB22JOB23
JOB18precedes:JOB24JOB27JOB28
JOB19precedes:JOB25JOB26JOB27JOB28JOB29
JOB20precedes:JOB25JOB26JOB27JOB28JOB29
JOB21precedes:JOB24JOB27JOB28
JOB22precedes:JOB25JOB26JOB27JOB29
JOB23precedes:JOB25JOB26JOB27JOB28JOB29
JOB24precedes:JOB30
JOB25precedes:JOB30
JOB26precedes:JOB30
JOB27precedes:JOB30
JOB28precedes:JOB30
JOB29precedes:JOB30
JOB30precedes:165
PROBLEM 16:30 JOBS,SHAPE#2,LOW COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 TYPES TYPE6
1 1 2 1 0 0 4 4 2
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 7 0 0 1 4 4 2
2 1 3 1 0 0 4 5 2
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 6 0 1 0 4 1 3
3 3 8 0 0 1 4 1 3
4 1 3 1 0 0 4 2 3
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 8 0 0 1 4 2 3
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 2 6 0 1 0 2 3 4
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 1 1 0 0 2 3 5
6 2 5 0 1 0 2 3 5
6 3 7 0 0 1 2 3 5
7 1 2 1 0 0 2 4 4
7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 1 1 0 0 5 2 4
8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 8 0 0 1 5 2 4
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2 5 0 1 0 2 4 3
9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 1 2 1 0 0 1 4 5
10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 2 4 0 1 0 3 3 3
11 3 8 0 0 1 3 3 3
12 1 3 1 0 0 3 5 3
12 2 4 0 1 0 3 5 3
12 3 7 0 0 1 3 5 3
13 1 2 1 0 0 6 2 3
13 2 6 0 1 0 6 2 3
13 3 7 0 0 1 6 2 3
14 1 1 1 0 0 5 3 2
14 2 6 0 1 0 5 3 2
14 3 7 0 0 1 5 3 2
15 1 3 1 0 0 3 4 6
15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0166
PROBLEM 16(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 4
16 2 4 0 1 0 1 2 4
16 3 7 0 0 1 1 2 4
17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 8 0 0 1 1 3 6
18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 1
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 1 1 0 0 6 4 5
19 2 4 0 1 0 6 4 5
19 3 7 0 0 1 6 4 5
20 1 3 1 0 0 6 3 3
20 2 4 0 1 0 6 3 3
20 3 7 0 0 1 6 3 3
21 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 2 5 0 1 0 1 4 3
21 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 2 6 0 1 0 1 2 1
22 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 2
23 2 4 0 1 0 2 1 2
23 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 6
24 2 4 0 1 0 2 1 6
24 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 2 6 0 1 0 4 4 1
25 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2
26 2 4 0 1 0 1 1 2
26 3 8 0 0 1 1 1 2
27 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
27 2 4 0 1 0 1 1 1
27 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 2
28 2 5 0 1 0 2 1 2
28 3 8 0 0 1 2 1 2
29 1 1 1 0 0 3 3 3
29 2 5 0 1 0 3 3 3
29 3 9 0 0 1 3 3 3
30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 2 4 0 1 0 6 2 3
30 3 8 0 0 1 6 2 3167
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5JOB6
JOB7JOB8
JOB2precedes:JOB10JOB13
JOB3precedes:JOB9JOB10JOB14JOB15
JOB4precedes:JOB14
JOB5precedes:JOB9
JOB6precedes:JOB11JOB12JOB13
JOB7precedes:JOB13
JOB8precedes:JOB13
JOB9precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB19JOB21
JOB10precedes:JOB17JOB19
JOB11precedes:JOB17
JOB12precedes:JOB22
JOB13precedes:JOB16JOB20
JOB14precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB19JOB20
JOB15precedes:JOB17
JOB16precedes:JOB24
JOB17precedes:JOB25JOB29
JOB18precedes:JOB26JOB27
JOB19precedes:JOB29
JOB20precedes:JOB23JOB28
JOB21precedes:JOB25JOB26JOB27JOB29
JOB22precedes:JOB23
JOB23precedes:JOB30
JOB24precedes:JOB30
JOB25precedes:JOB30
JOB26precedes:JOB30
JOB27precedes:JOB30
JOB28precedes:JOB30
JOB29precedes:JOB30
JOB30precedes:168
PROBLEM 17:30 JOBS,SHAPE#2,MEDIUM COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
1 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 1
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 9 0 0 1 5 3 1
3 1 1 1 0 0 4 2 2
3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 7 0 0 1 4 2 2
4 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 5
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 2
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2 5 0 1 0 1 5 3
6 3 8 0 0 1 1 5 3
7 1 3 1 0 0 3 4 1
7 2 5 0 1 0 3 4 1
7 3 8 0 0 1 3 4 1
8 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 4
8 2 6 0 1 0 1 1 4
8 3 8 0 0 1 1 1 4
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2 4 0 1 0 1 1 3
9 3 8 0 0 1 1 1 3
10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 2 6 0 1 0 2 1 3
10 3 7 0 0 1 2 1 3
11 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 3
11 2 4 0 1 0 4 1 3
11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 3 1 0 0 5 4 4
12 2 4 0 1 0 5 4 4
12 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 2 6 0 1 0 4 4 1
13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 2 4 0 1 0 2 1 3
14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 1 2 1 0 0 2 4 4
15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 9 0 0 1 2 4 4169
PROBLEM 17(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 TYPE5 TYPE6
16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 9 0 0 1 4 4 4
17 1 3 1 0 0 2 6 6
17 2 4 0 1 0 2 6 6
17 3 9 0 0 1 2 6 6
18 1 2 1 0 0 1 5 2
18 2 4 0 1 0 1 5 2
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 2 1 0 0 3 5 2
19 2 4 0 1 0 3 5 2
19 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1 2 1 0 0 2 3 3
20 2 6 0 1 0 2 3 3
20 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 1 3 1 0 0 4 2 1
21 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 7 0 0 1 4 2 1
22 1 3 1 0 0 4 6 3
22 2 4 0 1 0 4 6 3
22 3 7 0 0 1 4 6 3
23 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 2 4 0 1 0 5 2 5
23 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 3 1 0 0 2 3 1
24 2 6 0 1 0 2 3 1
24 3 9 0 0 1 2 3 1
25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 2 6 0 1 0 1 3 4
25 3 8 0 0 1 1 3 4
26 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 2 5 0 1 0 2 3 2
26 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 3
27 2 6 0 1 0 1 2 3
27 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 1 1 0 0 6 1 1
28 2 5 0 1 0 6 1 1
28 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 1 2 1 0 0 4 2 1
29 2 4 0 1 0 4 2 1
29 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 1 2 1 0 0 1 5 2
30 2 4 0 1 0 1 5 2
30 3 7 0 0 1 1 5 2170
PRECEDENCERELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5JOB6
JOB7JOB8
JOB2precedes:JOB9JOB13JOB14
JOB3precedes:JOB9JOB11JOB12JOB14
JOB4precedes:JOB9JOB11JOB12JOB14JOB15
JOB5precedes:JOB12JOB15
JOB6precedes:JOB13JOB15
JOB7precedes:JOB9JOB10JOB15
JOB8precedes:JOB9JOB10JOB11JOB13JOB14
JOB9precedes:JOB16JOB21JOB22
JOB10precedes:JOB19JOB20
JOB11precedes:JOB20JOB22
JOB12precedes:JOB18JOB19JOB20JOB21JOB22
JOB13precedes:JOB16JOB20JOB22
JOB14precedes:JOB16JOB20JOB21JOB22
JOB15precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB20JOB21JOB22
JOB16precedes:JOB24JOB29
JOB17precedes:JOB23JOB29
JOB18precedes:JOB25JOB27JOB28
JOB19precedes:JOB24JOB25JOB27
JOB20precedes:JOB23JOB24JOB26JOB27JOB28
JOB29
JOB21precedes:JOB25JOB26
JOB22precedes:JOB25
JOB23precedes:JOB30
JOB24precedes:JOB30
JOB25precedes:JOB30
JOB26precedes:JOB30
JOB27precedes:JOB30
JOB28precedes:JOB30
JOB29precedes:JOB30
JOB30precedes:171
PROBLEM 18:30 JOBS,SHAPE#2,HIGH COMPLEXITY
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPES TYPE4 TYPES TYPE6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 4 0 1 0 3 3 2
1 3 8 0 0 1 3 3 2
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 5 0 1 0 2 1 3
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 3 1 0 0 5 4 2
3 2 5 0 1 0 5 4 2
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 3 1 0 0 1 5 5
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 3 1 0 0 3 2 1
5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 9 0 0 1 3 2 1
6 1 2 1 0 0 1 4 2
6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 1 1 0 0 1
7 2 4 0 1 0 1 1 4
7 3 8 0 0 1 1 1 4
8 1 3 1 0 0 2 1 3
8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 8 0 0 1 2 1 3
9 1 2 1 0 0 4 3 3
9 2 6 0 1 0 4 3 3
9 3 9 0 0 1 4 3 3
10 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 1
10 2 5 0 1 0 3 1 1
10 3 7 0 0 1 3 1 1
11 1 3 1 0 0 3 1 5
11 2 5 0 1 0 3 1 5
11 3 8 0 0 1 3 1 5
12 1 2 1 0 0 1 3 6
12 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 1 3 1 0 0 3 2 5
13 2 4 0 1 0 3 2 5
13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1 2 1 0 0 6 2 3
14 2 6 0 1 0 6 2 3
14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 1 2 1 0 0 2 1 2
15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0172
PROBLEM 18(continued)
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3 TYPE4 TYPES TYPE6
16 1 3 1 0 0 5 4 1
16 2 6 0 1 0 5 4 1
16 3 9 0 0 1 5 4 1
17 1 1 1 0 0 3 5 1
17 2 6 0 1 0 3 5 1
17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 2 6 0 1 0 3 3 1
18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 2 1 0 0 5 1 4
19 2 5 0 1 0 5 1 4
19 3 8 0 0 1 5 1 4
20 1 2 1 0 0 3 5 2
20 2 4 0 1 0 3 5 2
20 3 7 0 0 1 3 5 2
21 1 2 1 0 0 4 1 1
21 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 1 2 1 0 0 4 4 2
22 2 4 0 1 0 4 4 2
22 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 5
23 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 5
23 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 3 1 0 0 4 3 4
24 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 1 1 1 0 0 5 2 3
25 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 1 2 1 0 0 6 4 5
26 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 2 4 0 1 0 2 3 1
27 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 3 1 0 0 2 5 3
28 2 4 0 1 0 2 5 3
28 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 1 2 1 0 0 2 4 5
29 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 8 0 0 1 2 4 5
30 1 2 1 0 0 3 1 4
30 2 6 0 1 0 3 1 4
30 3 8 0 0 1 3 1 4173
PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
JOB1precedes:JOB2JOB3JOB4JOB5JOB6
JOB7JOB8
JOB2precedes:JOB10JOB12JOB14JOB15
JOB3precedes:JOB9JOB10JOB11JOB12JOB13
JOB14JOB15
JOB4precedes:JOB9JOB10JOB11JOB12JOB14
JOB15
JOB5precedes:JOB11JOB12JOB13JOB14JOB15
JOB6precedes:JOB9JOB11JOB12JOB13JOB14
JOB7precedes:JOB10JOB11JOB12JOB13JOB15
JOB8precedes:JOB9JOB10JOB12JOB13JOB14
JOB15
JOB9precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB19JOB21
JOB22
JOB10precedes:JOB17JOB19JOB21JOB22
JOB11precedes:JOB16JOB18JOB20JOB22
JOB12precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB20JOB21
JOB13precedes:JOB17JOB18JOB19JOB21JOB22
JOB14precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB19JOB21
JOB15precedes:JOB16JOB17JOB18JOB19JOB20
JOB21JOB22
JOB16precedes:JOB23JOB24JOB25JOB26JOB27
JOB29
JOB17precedes:JOB23JOB24JOB25JOB27JOB29
JOB18precedes:JOB23JOB24JOB25JOB26JOB27
JOB28JOB29
JOB19precedes:JOB24JOB25
JOB20precedes:JOB23JOB24JOB25JOB29
JOB21precedes:JOB23JOB25JOB26JOB27JOB29
JOB22precedes:JOB24JOB25JOB26JOB28JOB29
JOB23precedes:JOB30
JOB24precedes:JOB30
JOB25precedes:JOB30
JOB26precedes:JOB30
JOB27precedes:JOB30
JOB28precedes:JOB30
JOB29precedes:JOB30
JOB30precedes:174
SAMPLE PROBLEM'
JOBMODEDURATION RENEWABLE RESOURCE
TYPE1TYPE2TYPES
CONSUMPTION
TYPE4TYPE5
1 1 2 1 0 2 1 135
1 2 3 0 1 2 1 65
2 1 1 1 0 3 2 160
2 2 3 0 1 3 2 90
3 1 3 1 0 1 4 170
3 2 4 0 1 1 4 100
4 1 5 1 0 1 3 155
4 2 7 0 1 1 3 85
5 1 4 1 0 2 2 150
5 2 6 0 1 2 2 80
6 1 1 1 0 3 4 190
6 2 4 0 1 3 4 120
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRECEDENCE
JOB 1
JOB 2
JOB 3
JOB 4
JOB 5
JOB 6
JOB 7
RELATIONSHIPS
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:JOB
precedes:
4
6
7
6
7
7
JOB5
NOTE: (1)refer to the sample problem from Talbot's paper
(1982) .175
APPENDIX 3
PROBLEM SETS FOR TESTING THE ALGORITHMS
DATA D1
PROBLEMRENEWABLE RESOURCE
LIMITATION OF TYPE
(1,2,3,4,5,6)
CRITICAL PATH
EARLY FINISH
(a)
OPTIMAL PROJECT
COMPLETION TIME
1 1,2,1,8,9,9 16 21
2 1,2,1,5,8,6 16 26
3 1,2,1,7,6,6 23 29
4 1,2,1,6,9,6 11 21
5 1,2,1,6,6,6 13 21
6 1,2,1,7,7,7 16 18
7 1,2,1,17,17,17 35 36
8 2,1,1,8,8,8 27 31
9 3,3,3,9,9,9 26 30
10 3,3,3,14,13,14 20 21
11 3,3,3,15,15,15 14 16
12 2,2,2,14,13,14 19 23
13 4,4,4,12,12,12 25 26
14 2,2,2,12,12,12 35 36
15 2,2,2,11,11,11 26 29
16 2,2,2,14,13,14 31 31
17 2,3,1,13,15,13 32 32
18 4,4,4,15,15,14 23 25
(a)The critical path early finish is obtained when no resource
restrictions are imposed.176
DATA D2
PROBLEMRENEWABLE RESOURCE UNIT COST ASSOCIATED TOTAL COST
LIMITATION OF TYPEWITH RENEWABLE RESOURCELIMITATION
(1,2,3,4,5,6) TYPE (1,2,3,4,5,6) (a)
1 1,2,1,9,9,9 80,20,10,5,5,5 2605
2 1,1,2,6,6,6 200,20,10,5,5,5 3605
3 1,2,1,7,7,7 160,20,10,5,5,5 3660
4 1,2,1,7,7,7 80,20,10,5,5,5 2620
5 1,2,1,6,6,6 80,20,10,5,5,5 2840
6 1,2,2,9,7,9 80,20,10,5,5,5 2900
7 2,2,2,13,13,13 30,20,10,5,5,5 4530
8 2,1,1,10,10,10 70,20,10,5,5,5 5195
9 3,3,3,12,12,12 50,20,10,5,5,5 4050
10 3,3,3,15,15,15 100,20,10,5,5,5 6245
11 4,4,4,15,15,15 100,50,10,5,5,5 5885
12 5,5,5,15,15,15 100,20,10,5,5,5 6270
13 4,4,4,15,15,15 100,20,10,5,5,5 8730
14 3,3,3,12,12,12 50,20,10,5,5,5 7000
15 3,3,3,12,12,12 100,20,10,5,5,5 7290
16 2,2,2,14,14,14 100,20,10,5,5,5 8405
17 3,3,3,15,15,15 100,20,10,5,5,5 9550
18 5,5,5,20,20,20 100,20,10,5,5,5 8625
SAMPLE(b) 1,2,6,8,300 100,30,10,15,0 2020
D2 (continued)
PROBLEMCRITICAL PATH
EARLY FINISH
OPTIMAL PROJECT
COMPLETION TIME
1 16 18
2 16 37
3 23 34
4 11 20
5 13 21
6 16 24
7 35 35
8 27 28
9 26 27
10 20 20
11 14 15
12 19 22
13 25 25
14 35 35
15 26 28
16 31 31
17 32 32
18 23 26
SAMPLE(b) 8 11
(a)Cost is considered as nonrenewable resource.
(b)SAMPLE is the sample problem taken from Talbot's paper (1982). In
the sample probelm, only five renewable resource types are
included. Furthermore, the resource type 5, cost, is considered as
a doubly-constrained resource.177
DATA D3
PROBLEMUNIT COST ASSOCIATED DESIREDOPTIMAL SOLUTION (F)
WITH RENEWABLE RESOURCEFINISHor KNOWN HEURISTIC
TYPE (1,2,3,4,5,6) TIME SOLUTION (H)
1 200,20,10,5,5,5 25 3605(F)
2 200,20,10,5,5,5 30 3835(F)
3 160,20,10,5,5,5 32 3750(F)
4 80,20,10,5,5,5 24 2615(F)
5 80,20,10,5,5,5 27 2755(F)
6 80,20,10,5,5,5 29 2885(F)
7 30,20,10,5,5,5 40 4695(H)
8 70,20,10,5,5,5 34 5000(F)
9 100,20,10,5,5,5 35 5120(F)
10 100,20,10,5,5,5 24 6020 (H)
11 100,50,10,5,5,5 20 5755(F)
12 100,20,10,5,5,5 26 5990 (F)
13 100,20,10,5,5,5 30 8030 (H)
14 50,20,10,5,5,5 40 6830(F)
15 100,20,10,5,5,5 34 7090(H)
16 160,20,10,5,5,5 35 9500(H)
17 100,20,10,5,5,5 40 8610 (H)
18 100,20,10,5,5,5 30 8595(H)
SAMPLE 100,30,10,15,0 10 2200(F)
NOTE: The renewable resource limitation for each resource type is the
same as Dl.178
DATA D4
PROBLEMUNIT COST ASSOCIATED
WITH RENEWABLE RESOURCE
DESIRED
FINISH
OPTIMAL SOLUTION (F)
or KNOWN HEURISTIC
TYPE (1,2,3,4,5,6) TIME SOLUTION (H)
1 200,20,10,5,5,5 25 3605(F)
2 200,20,10,5,5,5 30 3835(F)
3 160,20,10,5,5,5 32 3750(F)
4 80,20,10,5,5,5 24 2615(F)
5 80,20,10,5,5,5 27 2755(F)
6 80,20,10,5,5,5 29 2885(F)
8 70,20,10,5,5,5 34 5000(F)
9 100,20,10,5,5,5 35 5120(F)
11 100,50,10,5,5,5 20 5755(F)
SAMPLE 100,30,10,15,0 10 2200(F)
NOTE:(1) The renewable resource limitation for each resource type is
the same as Dl.
(2) The tested problems in D4 are selected from the tested
problems in D3 based on their computational time and final
solutions.179
DATA D5
PROBLEM DESIRED
FINISH TIME
OPTIMAL SOLUTION (F)
or KNOWN HEURISTIC SOLUTION (H)
1 25 299 (F)
2 30 304 (F)
3 32 315 (F)
4 24 249 (F)
5 27 176 (F)
6 29 310 (F)
7 40 1241 (H)
8 34 325 (H)
9 35 611 (H)
10 24 374 (H)
11 20 418 (H)
12 26 501 (H)
13 30 616 (H)
14 40 732 (H)
15 34 593 (H)
16 35 607 (H)
17 40 555 (H)
18 30 736 (H)
NOTE: The renewable resource limitation for each resource type is the
same as D1.